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Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel 
Vividhlaxi Vidyalaya

thProudly present 17  Edition of 2016 - 17 and 2017-18  Gulmohar 

THE KANDIVLI EDUCATION SOCIETY’S

To create a healthy and progressive learning environment where 

conventional teaching methods blend with modern technology, providing a 

broad spectrum for value based education and international best practices.

"  To provide the best infrastructure at minimum cost to all our students alike.

"  To provide financial support to students to pursue their education and not drop 

out due to financial constraints.

"  To create one of the best learning atmospheres for all the students, to make 

them self-sufficient.

" To encourage students to learn their mother tongue and improve their English language also by 

providing educational support for the same.
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A WORD OF THE WISE WITH ADVICE

 It is a pleasure to go through the ‘Gulmohar’, the annual magazine. I have 

observed that every year this magazine has something new to offer. I am delighted 
th thto read the articles and interviews written by young students of 5  std to 12  std. I 

also like to go through the various reports of the curricular and co-curricular 

activities of the School and Jr. College. I wish that more students take part in this 

creative work and contribute towards making this magazine 

better with each passing year. This will also help to develop their 

personality.

  ‘Gulmohar’ provides innovative platform to the students and staff 

who participate in its making. I have been going through this annual School and Jr. 

College in-house magazine and every time I find something new and amazing. I 

congratulate the School and Jr. College staff and students for the wonderful results 

of S.S.C. and H.S.C. and also other achievers in academics as well as 

sports and cultural activities.

 I wish you all the best for your career and wish that you take  

complete advantage of the facilities we provide in this campus of school and colleges.  

Sri Satish J. Dattani
President - K.E.S.

Sri Mahesh D. Chandarana
Hon. Secretary - K.E.S.

OFFICE BEARERS The trusted pillars of KES
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 આ લોકોએ એ બધું જ કોઈ પુ�તકમાંથી શી�યું 

નથી, પરંતુ તેમણે ખેતરો, જંગલો, નદીને િકનારથેી �ાન 

મેળ�યું છે. એમના િશ�કો તેઓ પોતે જ, પ�ીઓના 

કલરવ, સૂયા��તના સમયે સૂય� પોતાના િકરણોની સવારી 

સંકોર ેતે, વૃ�ો અને વ�ય જડી બુ�ી ઓ માંથી 

એ�ટન ચેખોવ

'અ  ડે  ઈન ધ ક�ટ� ી'

 િશ�ણના આરંભે જ યુવા માનસમાં �કૃિત �ેમનું 

સંવધ�ન થવું જોઈએ. જયાર ે આપણે બદલાતા 

વાતાવરણની વાત કરી એ �યાર,ે સમ� રા��  �વ�છતા 

ઝંુબેશ  ચલાવે, �યાર ેબાળકોમાં �કૃિત �ેમ ખીલવવા માટે 

થોડંુ મનન કરવું ર�ું. �વ�છતા અને �વ�થતાની 

આદતોથી બાળકોમાં �કૃિત �ેમ ખીલવી શકાશે.

 ડૉ. એ. પી. જ.ે અ�દુલ કલામે ક�ું છે "માનવીય 

માનસની સજન� ા�કતા અને ક�પના�કતા કોઈ પણ 

સંગણક થી ચિઢયાતી છે." આજ ે દરકે જણ આધુિનક 

તકનીકનો અંધાધૂધ ઉપયોગ કર ે છે. િવચારવા માટે 

િવ�ાથ�ઓએ યાંિ�ક સાધનો (ગજે�ેસ) વગર થોડો સમય 

�યાન ક�િ�ત કરવા �યતીત કરવો જોઈએ આસપાસના 

વાતાવરણ સમીપે જવા કુદરત સાથે સમય �યતીત કરવા 

િસવાય બીજો કોઈ ઉ�મ પયા�ય નથી.

 �કૃિત �ેમ ખીલવવા માટે અમારા તરફથી કુમળી 

વયથી શ� કરીને કિન� િવ�ાલય સુધી �યાસો કરવામાં 

આવે છે. �ાકૃિતક �થળની મુલાકાત, કુદરતી માગ�, 

કુદરતને સંબંિધત �ક�પોની ચચા�, છોડ રોપણી, 

બોટાનીકાલ બાગ ની દેખરખે, પતંિગયા બાગ અને 

શાકભા� બગીચો પયા�વરણ રિ�ત ગણપિતની મૂિત�ની 

કાય�શાળા, છ�ી રંગકામ, દીવાલ રંગકામ, કપડાની 

થેલીઓની �થાિનક શાકભા� બ�રમાં વહ�ચણી. જ ે

પિરસર માટે �ેમ જગાડનારા છે. ગુલમહોરના વાચકો ને 

સં�થાની �વૃિતઓની ઝલક જોવા મળશે.

 આ વષ� વધુને વધુ �યોગા�ક િશ�ણ આપવાનો 

�ય� કરવામાં આ�યો િવ�ાથ�ઓને િશ�ણ આપવા 

માટે િશ�કોએ રચના�ક અિભગમ અપના�યો �વૃિ� પર 

આધાિરત િશ�ણ ની શ�આત મારી �વરિચત કિવતાઓ 

જ ેિહંદી અને  અં��ેમાં છે, જનેો  ઉપયોગ રચના�ક 

સજન�  અને િવચારસરણી માટે કરી �ો�સાિહત કયા� 

િવ�ાથ�ઓના  લેખ વાંચીને આનંદ થયો.     

 આ સંપાદન આપને િવ�ાથ�ઓ અને સં�થાના 

સહુ કાય�કતા�ઓની િસિ�ધઓ, વષ� દર�યાન આયોિજત 

થયેલી �વૃિતઓની િવિવધતા થી પિરિચત કરાવશે.

 આશા રાખું છંુ કે ગુલમહોરનો આ અંક આનંિદત 

કરશે અને તમારા મુ�યવાન �િતભાવો ની અપે�ા સહ 

િવરમું છંુ. 

ડૉ સંગીતા �ીવા�તવ
�ાચાય�
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 “These people have learned not from 
books, but in the fields, in the wood, on the river 
bank. Their teachers have been the birds 
themselves, when they sang to them, the sun when 
it left a glow of crimson behind it at setting, the 
very trees and wild herbs."

- Anton Chekhov, ‘A Day in the Country’
Love for nature has to be nurtured in the 

young minds from the very beginning of 
education. When we talk about climate change or 
when the entire nation is on the cleanliness drive, 
we need to ponder for a while as to when and how 
this love for nature can be developed among the 
children. This love for nature alone can inculcate 
the habits of cleanliness and hygiene. 
 Dr.  APJ  Abdu l  Ka lam had  sa id , 
“Creativity and imagination of the human mind 
would always be superior to any computer.” 
Today everybody is indiscriminately using the 
technology for everything. Students need to spend 
more time without gadgets to focus their minds to 
do the thinking. Nothing works better than 
spending some time close to the natural 
surroundings.

 Efforts are taken by us to inculcate this 
love for nature and environment in the students 

right from a tender age till they are with us in the 
junior college. The activities like field trips, nature 
trails, projects related to conservation of 
environment, tree plantation, taking care of a 
botanical garden, butterfly garden  and vegetable 
garden, Eco-Ganesha workshops, umbrella 
painting, wall painting, making and distributing 
cloth bags in local vegetable market go a long way 
to create a love for surroundings. The readers of 
Gulmohor will get a glimpse of activities of the 
institution. 

This year we have also tried to implement 
more of experiential learning for the students. 
Teachers have tried the constructive approach to 
learning. I have introduced activity based learning 
through my composed poems in English and 
Hindi to encourage creative writing and thinking. 
The students articles are a delight to read.

This edition will take you through the 
achievements of students and staff and the variety 
of activities organized throughout the year. 
 Hope you will enjoy going through this 
Gulmohor and give your valuable feedback.

Dr. Sangeeta N. Srivastava
Principal
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THE INNER BEAUTY INSIDE, 
                    REFLECTS ON THE FACE OUTSIDE

Our honoured guest during 2016-18

Republic Day

Padmashree
Kranti Shah

Founder and Managing
Trustee, Yuvak Biradari,

Bharat

Col. G. S. Sandhu
(Retd.)

Independence
Day

Navratri
Celebration

Sri Nilesh Thakkar
Famous Garba Singer

Republic Day

Bharat Vyas
Dy. Charity

Commissioner, Govt. of
Maharashtra

Navratri 
Celebration

Dr. Shyam Agarwal
Ophthalomologist
(Eye Surgeon) and

socially active in area of 
eye care and education

College 
Sports Day

Sri Jagannath Lakade
presently working as 
Taluka Sports Officer 

at Kurla, is a Shiv 
Chattrapati awardee 

College
Sports Day

Mr. Rishank Devadiga
Raider, U Mumbai

UP Yodha - Kabbadi

Navratri
Celebration

Mr. Vikas Mahante
Businessman and Actor

(Sri Narendra Modi 
look alike)

School 
Sports Day

Sri Yogender Singh 
Rawat

National Champion
in Boxing

Annual Day
Sri Arvind Joshi

Astha Channel
(Marketing Head)

Dr. Sunil Agarwal
Renowned Eye Surgeon
& Trustee of Navchetna

Charitable Trust

Annual DaySchool
Sports Day
Tushar Gitaye

National Gold Medalist
in Diving

Annual Day

Mr. Feroz Khan
Film Choreographer
and Social Worker

Vigyasa
Science Fest

Mr. Suhas Naik-Satam
Chief Co-ordinator

(Scientific),
Nehru Planaterium

Mumbai.

Annual Day

Mrs. Dolly Thakore
Communication, 

Media personality, 
Social Worker & Actor

Annual Day
Mr. Asit Modi

Actor, Writer, Director
Theatre, TV & Films

Vigyasa
Science Fest

Ms. Sarab Matharu
Shri T. P. Bhatia College

Ex-Student

Vigyasa
Science Fest

Sri Dyu D’Cunha
Famous Anchor

Quiz Master

Vigyasa 
Science Fest

Mr. Isaac Kehimkar
From BNHS is the

‘Butterfly Man of India’

Vigyasa
Science Fest

Mr. Anil Sable
Education Inspector
West Zone, Mumbai.
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TOPPERS
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ુ ુશાળા� ંગૌરવ વધારતા િવ�ાથ� (�જરાતી મા�યમ)

અનીષ િવ. પટ�લ
૮૨.૭૨%

�હના સ.ચોટલીયા
૯૦.૮૩%

૫ - અ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૫ - સી
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

અિપ�તા અ. સેલા�દયા
૮૭.૦૭%

હત� વી ર. ધા�રયા
૮૮.૨૭%

૫ - બ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

તેજસ દ. ચૌહાણ
૯૨%

પલક �. વણ��રયા 
૮૬.૨૨%

૬ - બ
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િવનીત ર. િમ�ી
૬-અ, ૮૩.૬૧%

માનવ એ. ચોટિલયા
૬ - અ, ૮૯.૧૧%

િનિશત ક. ઉનડકટ
૬-બ, ૮૫.૦૮%

તજેસ ડી. ચૌહાણ
૬ - બી ૯૧.૮૮%

હત� લ પ. ગો�વામી
૬ - બ, ૮૭%

િહના સ. ચોટિલયા
૬ - સી, ૯૧.૨૦%

૬ - ડ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬

૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૭ - અ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૭ - બ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૭ - ડ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૮ - અ 
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

�ડ�પલ દ. મેરા
૬-દ, ૮૪.૦૨%

િનમેશ બ. ટાકં
૭-અ, ૮૮%

ર�તેશ એ. ગો�હલ 
૭ - અ, ૭૮.૨૭%

યશ દ. ગણા�ા
૭-બ, ૯૦.૩૮%

�િૃત ઉ. ભ��� રા
૭ - બી, ૮૨.૧૭%

નીલમ સી. ચાવડા
૭-ક, ૯૦.૨૭%

૭ - સી

હત� લ પ. ગો�વામી
૭ - સી, ૮૬.૩૦%

�દ�યા �. વણ��રયા
૮૦.૩૮%

મૈ�ી ન. નાણાવટ�
૭-ડ, ૮૬.૦૮%

કોમલ હ. ભારડ�યા
૯૦.૪૪%

િનમેષ બી. ટાકં
૮૭.૯૪%
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�ણાલી પી. ચાવડા
૯૦.૮૩%

૮ - બ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૮ - સી
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૮ - ડ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૮ - મ
૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૯ - અ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૮ - ઈ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૯ - બ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬

૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૯ - સી
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૯ - ડ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬ ૨૦૧૬-૧૭

૯ - ફ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬

૯ - મ
૨૦૧૫-૧૬

૯ - ઈ

યશ ડ�. ગણા�ા
૮૪.૫૫%

ભ��ત અ. સાપ�રયા
૮૯.૯૪%

નીલમ સ. ચાવડા
૮૮.૫૦%

સેજલ ર. ગો�હલ
૭૯.૪૪%

મૈ�ી ન. નાણાવટ�
૮૬.૮૩%

િવરાલી ગ. ગડા
૯૧.૧૬%

જય�ી ચ.ં વાઘલેા
૮૧%

ગૌરવ રા. ચાવડા
૮૮.૬૭%

અિનલ લ. પરમાર
૬૫.૨૦%

કોમલ હ. ભારડ�યા
૯૦.૪૪%

પાથ � બ. લાખાણી
૮૭.૬૦%

��ા લ. વાિવયા
૭૮.૧૩%

૨૦૧૬-૧૭

મનન ર. કનાની
૮૩.૩૩%

ભ��ત અ. સાપ�રયા
૯૦.૫૩%

રમીલા ગ. સોલકં�
૫૬.૬૭%

સેજલ રા. ગો�હલ
૭૯.૦૬%

િશવાગંી અ. પ�ઢયાર
૮૪.૮૦%

િવરાલી �ગ. ગડા
૯૧.૪૭%

સેજલ ન. બારોટ
૮૯.૭૩%

�િતક જ. પચંાલ
૯૦.૫૯%

૨૦૧૫-૧૬

ગૌરવ રા. ચાવડા
૮૭.૪૧%

ુ ુશાળા� ંગૌરવ વધારતા િવ�ાથ� (�જરાતી મા�યમ)
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ુ �બોડ�મા ં�જરાતી િવષયમા ંઝળકલા િવ�ાથ�ઓ

�યાિત મ. ભીમાણી
૧૦ - અ, ગુણ - ૯૦

પાથ� બ. લાખાણી
૧૦ - બ, ગુણ - ૯૪

સજેલ ન. બારોટ
૧૦ - અ, ગુણ - ૯૫

દેવાંગ ગ. જોશી
૧૦ - બ, ગુણ - ૯૦

�ુવ ન. પંચાલ
૧૦ - બ, ગુણ - ૯૧

સજેલબા સી. ઝાલા
૧૦ - બ, ગુણ - ૯૨

રી�કલ ર. રાઠોડ
૧૦ - એમ, ગુણ - ૯૦

િનયિત અ. શાહ
૧૦ - એમ, ગુણ - ૯૨

ભૂિમકા ડી. પટેલ
૧૦ - અ, ગુણ - ૯૦

નીલમ મ. વાઘેલા
૧૦ - બ, ગુણ - ૯૦

�િતક જ. પાંચાલ
૧૦ - એમ, ગુણ - ૯૫

પાથ� ડી. સાપિરયા
૧૦ - એમ, ગુણ - ૯૧

ભિ� ડી. રાઠોડ
૧૦ - એમ, ગુણ - ૯૦

મોનીશા સ. ગોિહલ
૧૦ - એમ, ગુણ - ૯૦

ૃ ુમા�ભાષા� ંગૌરવ
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Meritorious Students (English Medium)

V - H
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Vikas B. Kushwaha
91.27%

Unnati K. Bhutt
85.60%

V - I
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

V - J
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

More Payal S.
88.44%

Merchant Akshat S.
89.94%

Parmar Janak R.
89.22%

Gohil Hiten B.
87.33%

V - L
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

V - M
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

V - K
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Panchal Krrisha D.
89.77%

Jilka Archi B.
89.94%

Thakur Rishikesh H. 
91.05%

Sayyed Saneeya H.
87.17%

Purkayastha Adrita S.
88.94%

Choudhary Nisha R.
85.30%

VI - I
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VI - J
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VI - H
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VI - L
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VI - MVI - K
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Gupta Shuruti H.
89.72%

Maurya Mansi S.
88.33%

Zakaria Khushi M.
89.83%

Pal Shubham S.
87.27%

Shah Rishi R.
85.05%

Parmar Jank R.
86.55%

Purohit Dhairya B.
92.16%

Panchal Krisha D.
84.44%

Walawalkar Ishika R.
90.77%

Thakur Risikesh H.
85.16%

2016 - 17

Purkayastha Adrita S.
85.72%

JOURNEY FROM HARD WORK TO SMART WORK
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VII - H
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VII - I
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VII - J
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VII - L
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VII - M
2016 - 17

VII - K
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VIII - I
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VIII - J
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VIII - H
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

VIII - L
2016 - 17

VIII - M
2016 - 17

VIII - K
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Shaikh Abdul Mohd. 
88.22%

Gupta Shruti H.
89.61%

Naik Khushi I.
87.72%

Harsora Apeksha J.
84%

Chuhan Disha R.
90.39%

Javia Krishna D.
87.55%

Zore Isha P.
87%

Purohit Dhariya B.
ggg%

Vishwakarma Abhishek N.
83.38%

Harsora Devang K.
87.44%

Walawalkar Ishika R.
91.67%

Mojidra Viddhi P.
92.16%

Shaikh Abdulwahid Mohd.
86.27%

Vaghela Parth R.
87.05%

Gupta Sheetalkumari R.
87.67%

Zanzarukiya Bhakti P.
88.66%

Chauhan Disha R.
90.50%

Gupta Adarsh R.
81.11%

Kenia Rushabh N.
79.72%

Kanojiya Sushant A.
87.06%

Zore Isha P.
85.90%

Meritorious Students (English Medium)
JOURNEY FROM HARD WORK TO SMART WORK
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IX - H
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

IX- I
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Gupta Nikit B.
85.87%

Mamaniya Disha A.
84.08%

Parmar Palak R.
84.13%

Vaghela Parth R.
84.93%

IX - J
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Gehlot Dev M.
86.26%

Zanzarukiya Bhakti P.
85.60%

IX - T
2016 - 17

IX - K
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Gupta Sumit A.
82%

Gupta Adarsh R.
77%

Yadav Shweta R.
85.18%

X
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Daware Pratiksha A.
92.60%

Nandaniya Karan G.
94.40%

X
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Mehta Kinnari V.
91.60%

Bhagat Sandhya S.
93.80%

X
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

X
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Patel Nishani M.
91.60%

Rushi Stuti S.
92.60%

Rathod Tejas Y.
90.20%

Panchal Pratik J.
92.40%

Meritorious Students (English Medium)
FACE OF COMMITMENT AND DISIPLINE
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2016 - 17

Penwala Khadija N.
93.08%

XI
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Naveen Nehru
91.69%

XII
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

XII
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

XII
2015 - 16 2016 - 17

Vibhav Pawar J.
92%

Hemal Mamtora K.
95.54%

Riya Bhagat M.
94.15%

Dheirya Sonecha K.
94.77%

Sharvari Kemkar S.
93.85%

Karan Trivedi P.
94.62%

Vidhi Chhatbar S.
93.23%

VIDYOTEJAK

2016 - 17

XI
2015 - 16

Shirke Anushka R.
94.52%

Riya Bhagat M.
92.77%

XI
2015 - 16

Vidhi Chhatbar S.
93.08%

Meritorious Students
SOMETIME DREAMS ARE REAL

Merit Scholarships by Kandivli Education Society
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Tata Institute of Fundamental Research High Energy Physics, 
Neutrino Physics, Detectors, strumentation, Electronics

Deputy Director (Natural History) at Bombay 

Natural History Society (BNHS)

Renowned Eye Surgeon Trustee of 
Navchetna Charitable Trust

Presently working as Taluka Sports Ofcer at 

Kurla is a Shiv Chattrapati awardee

Ex-Student

(SVPVV - Ex-Student) Vice-Principal

Eklavya Public School, Junagadh

Ex-Students

Isaac Kehimkar

Dr. Satyanaranayan

Dr. Sunil Agarwal

Jagannath Lakade

Sarab Matharu

Interviews
BY STUDENT 
JOURNALISTS

Bhavin Cholera

Inn-O-way-tion

WHERE WORDS HAVE INCREDIBLE POWER

of esteemed, 
people who inspire us
extraordinary
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How were you as a student? 
 We are recalling memories of 50 years 
back. I am 54 years old today. I went through 
numerous hardships in life. Managing expenses 
owing to the limits; one suddenly modifies the 
daily routine. Likewise, our real strength comes 
into picture when we work under constraints. I 
lived my childhood with various constraints. But I 
was lucky enough being the first generation from 
my family to go to school. I'm happy that I got a lot 
of support from my family. So yes, this was my 
childhood (smiles).
Sir, you are a qualified engineer but you did your 
Ph.D. in pure sciences, so how did this happen?
 When I started going to school and further 
for higher studies I developed certain liking for 
engineering in some aspects. But engineers try to 
do and create the things on their own. I am a 
person who loves to do things on my own, so 
maybe that is what drew me towards engineering. 
And particularly electronics. I found it quite 
interesting and exciting in the sense to be able to 
do gadgets, able to do much more better and 

complex things. There were only about 30 
students in a class and the school used to run for 
about one third of a day that is almost 8 hours. It 
was exciting and interesting to have these kinds of 
so-called toys in our hands (laughs). It happened 
in TIFR while I was appearing for its entrance test. 
It clicked off right away and when I joined TIFR I 
was doing great electronics at that time. I started 
developing interest not only in electronics but also 
in Physics and Technology. And hence I ended up 
doing Ph.D. in physics viz. in pure sciences.
What was your topic of research during Ph.D.?
 The experiment on neutrinos has 
developed a new type of detector that captures 
particles or the neutrinos for the first time in the 
country. These are called RPCs viz. Resistive 
Plate Chambers. It's a simple device made of 
ordinary two glasses placed parallel filled with 
some special mixture of gas. It produces electrons 
hence you are able to record them electronically. 
So, I did my thesis on an invention of a new 
particle detector called as RPCs. 
So, is that the one that is used at the American 
College in Madurai?
 Yes, but actually these are another type of 
detectors which are used to detect the photon 
sometimes. I wanted to prove that by setting up  

Dr. B. Satyanarayana
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research High Energy Physics, 
Neutrino Physics, Detectors, strumentation, Electronics

Dr. Satyanarayana of TIFR was a speaker at the Vigyasa fest. 
Students got an opportunity for a face to face interaction with him. 
Following are the excerpts from the interview:  

STORY OF A SCIENCE MAN
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an experiment which is a very simple detector. It 
has a material called scintillators. It is a plastic 
like material and when a charged particle hits, it 
produces a very faint light that light is picked up 
by this photo multiplier and then you can detect 
the signal. People demanding experiments of this 
kind to have it in their universities. American 
College in Madurai is one of them.
Sir, TIFR is associated with Clean Energy project. 
So how do you think it will help to improve the 
energy scene in India??
 No, it's not only about TIFR or but also 
other organisation. I think energy is an essential 
commodity. Getting back to the world, we are 
depriving the people of the next generations by 
damaging the ecosystem.  Hence, people are now 
getting aware and convinced that one should 
probably start working to conserve energy. In 
TIFR, we are trying to look at solar energy and 
other resources. That is how all the new buildings 
and new premises coming up are ensuring that 
they are sensitive to the energy conservation.
Sir we recently heard that scientists tried to collide 
the ray of proton to check and find out what is there 
inside. Can you cast some light on it??
 It's about understanding the structure of 
what exists beneath the smaller and smaller 
entities. In that journey, we went all the way up to 
understanding what is the structure inside 
nucleons. Nucleons are neutrons and protons 
together.  In particle Physics experiments, there 
are various tubes of accelerators; proton-
antiproton. When I run the electron-positron, the 
signals created are very clear and hence, we can 

detect and analyse it very easily. This is the closest 
analogy I can come to, in order to describe why 
certain particle accelerators like proton-proton are 
dusty and noisy and hence not much preferable. 
Sir, when you face a conflict between your 
scientific attitude and the traditional Indian 
living. How do you balance the two??
 This is a very profound question because 
when you talk about society, when you contact 
various people around; you find a lot of diversity 
viz., age, gender, literacy, studying streams, 
background or at last the profession. So, as a 
person, anyway, you should develop an 
understanding to respect the person standing in 
front of you. This is not because of any wealth, 
health, knowledge, or something, it's because he 
is another living being who is sharing space and 
time with you. You are a very normal, ordinary 
person today but you might become an 
accomplished person tomorrow. In human 
relations, the humanitarian approach is the first 
thing that you must be really proud of.  If you're 
thinking that I am some great fellow from TIFR 
and have achieved a lot. There is nothing one-
way, it's always two-way. Please don't make your 
conflict come between you and the humanity 
because humanity is something the best we can 
ever possess and hence we can't lose it, no matter 
what. You'll be a great man tomorrow if you be 
firm with what you think.
What is the difference of working in foreign lab 
and  in an Indian lab?
 I have worked in Indian labs as well as 
foreign Labs for a long period of time. They are 
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very professional in their work. When they are in  
the office they work really like bulls; no gossips, 
no waste of time. They are absolutely focussed 
with a clear vision of what to do.  Whatever you 
do, focus your entire energy into it without 
thinking of anything else. But we do have some 
problems in our work ethics; we lack sincerity. We 
all want to divide ourselves on every aspect. Large 
number of Indians go abroad, do great work, win 
awards and prizes but when it comes to our own 
country we don't work together. We don't put our 
heads together for something beneficial. This is 
something very wrong. Individually we are very 
capable then why not work in groups and create 
wonders? 

Sir you've been working in the research field since 
1983, so how do you feel has the research in India 
improved over the years?

 Some facilities or experiments are very 
difficult and too expensive. For example: all these 
Accelerators cannot be done by a single country 
even today. May it be US or Europe; you can't do it 
alone. Therefore, all came together and build 
these machines. From last 30-35 years, in India, 
especially in some fields like condensed-matter 
physics, astronomy, nuclear physics, there is a 
good development in the facilities provided by the 
government policies. Also, the funding is quite 
good. I think this is a good investment; engaging 
the students at an early age.  Government is 
spending considerable time and money on 
science. I am happy about the fact that the 
government is keen about investing in such kind 
of projects. 

Sir , How was your experience in our college?

 It's an amazing feeling to have you all 
listening to me. I can tell you that there is 
something I can feel very proud about your 
college. Do thank your faculty who inculcated 
such type of scientific temper, scientific attitude, 
gave you such research opportunities. Really it 
doesn't come easily. I think you students are 
excellent and you can create wonders.

Sir we are very grateful to have you in our college. 
So, what message would you like to convey to the 
youth?

 Every person comes on this earth with 
some constraints and will also die with some. 
Given those constraints if you want to achieve 
success... success doesn't always mean money, 
mind you. You need to feel happy at the end about 
what you are doing. There are only two attributes 
that every person must perceive-First, there is 
nothing that can substitute hard work. And 
second, our intelligence. I inherited nothing from 
my parents but only hard work. The only common 
thread going between all my generations is hard 
work and nothing else. You see people on the 
front. But if you go and look behind the scenes you 
will know that everyone does hard work.  

Thank you sir for such wonderful insights 
in the eld of science. We are privileged 

to have this opportunity. Once again 
Thanks a lot.
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What early influences drew you to the study of 
nature? 
 During my childhood, we didn't have the 
technology and mass media. The only way of 
entertainment was to play surrounded by nature. 
My parents also encouraged me to do creative 
things such as taking care of pet animals like dogs, 
cats, hens etc. such exposure to nature encouraged 
me to study more about nature. 
How the childhood of today is different from your 
childhood? 
 Now a days children are engaged into 
activities that deteriorates their imagination 
power. My parents exposed me to activities that 
could enhance my creativity. Healthy hobbies 
channelize your brain in a creative way and 
expand your horizons. 

How did your job as a library assistant at BHNS 
moulded you into the man that you are today? 
 Since BHNS was a NGO, it didn't offer a 
high salary but at that time my father advised me 
that any job can offer you money but it won't give 
you job satisfaction. After working at BHNS I met 
some great personalities who directed my attitude 
of work to another level. I slowly developed the 
habit of writing articles for magazines and this 
improved my writing skills. At that time, Ms. 
Shalimali gave me a principle of life that one 
should always present the best profile of himself 
no matter what the situation is. After all I got the 
opportunity to write a book and all such 
opportunities and experiences moulded me into 
the person I am at present.
What are the challenges of studying butterflies in 
India? 
 The most challenging thing is travelling. 
Many factors can obstruct your work such as 
getting kidnapped in places like Assam while you 
are exploring or any other social problems. 
Sometimes natural factors also disturb your flow 
of study. At times if you are unable to gain 
anything you should not regret and consider 
yourself as a failure one should accept these 
challenges. 
Sir, while exploring the wild, is there any 
mesmerizing incident that you would like to share 
with us? 
 Once I went to Kara National Park, to see 
to click some pictures but since it was noon the   

Isaac Kehimkar
Deputy Director (Natural History) at Bombay Natural History Society (BNHS)

ASLI BUTTER...
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tigress was agitated. As I went bit  close to her 
face to click a picture she tried a kind of mock 
attack. I got mesmerized and forgot to click a 
picture. 
Recently Delhi was in news for high level of 
pollution, will you please elaborate what role an 
individual can play in environment conservation? 
 As an individual one should be aware of 
one's surroundings and be vigilant. Controlling 
pollution is our duty. We are the super predators so 
it's we only who create the pollution and have to 
bear its consequences. We think that by throwing 
garbage into water bodies we get rid of it in fact it 
comes back to us only in different forms such as 
the sea food which we consume contains urea etc.  
We should use social media as one of the way to 
educate ourselves and create awareness. 
Do you think that the government has been able to 
do enough for environment? 
 In India, there are accurate laws and 
policies made against pollution acts but always it 
is the political will to implement that is missing in 
India. In Japan, there was a disease arising called 
Minamata which led to serious effects on the 
population, the government was trying to find out 
what was the cause when they came to know that 
an industry was letting out toxic waste into water 
bodies and mercury was accumulating in the 
fishes eaten by people, led to the disease they took 
an immediate action though there was an 
immense loss. 
What can be done to pull the children away from 
their iPads and bring them close to nature? 
 iPad can be used in a productive way. It 

depends on an individual how one uses it. I have 
used technology for my benefit by getting new 
updates, sharing my views and connecting to 
different people as it's a communication tool. It's 
must be used constructively. 
You recently published a book which contains 
about 1000 species of butterflies across the world 
which has received a good response. So, what is in 
store for your readers next? 
 I have been working on wild life flowers. I 
had penned a book earlier which I have to revise 
once again and it would be the next in the store for 
the readers.  
If not a Naturalist which other profession you 
would have pursued? 
 I would have been a sales manager or a 
bank clerk but I feel I have been true to my passion 
and tried to achieve things of my liking. 
What message you would like to give to the youth? 
 You should be honest and passionate in all 
that you do. One should always follow one's heart, 
though there will be many up's and down's. 
Choose the right path, persevere and be patient 
because success is eventually inevitable. Hard 
work takes time to bear fruits but in the end, 
delights you with sweet fruits of success. 

ASLI BUTTER...
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Ours is an academic organisation and you are a 
doctor. What similarity do you find in the role of a 
doctor and that of a teacher?
 Both are noble professions and are chosen 
willingly by aspirants.  People look at them with 
respect. Doctor keeps the population healthy but a 
teacher is a CREATOR and can do wonders. He is 
next to parents, next to God. India has a great 
Guru-Shishya parampara. And in case of a doctor, 
people treat them as God.
What are your opinions about the Gurukul System 
of education? Can it be practised now?
 That was the best system but in present 
scenario, due to population, it is not practically 
possible but it can be brought again in today's 
modern schools, especially the English mediums, 
for the student-teacher ratio is much balanced.
What is your opinion about English as a language 
and not just as a medium of instruction?
 English is the language of the world and 
can surely help you to fill your stomach but can 
never fill the gap between two hearts, can never 

teach you importance of relations. I feel while 
communicating with your fellow beings, one 
should always use one's mother tongue. Even our 
Prime Minister prefers to speak in Hindi among 
Indian diaspora, during his foreign visits which 
helps him to form an instant bond with his fellow 
brethren.
India is a land of rich and varied culture and 
heritage. What according to you is the most 
valuable contribution of India to the world?
 Undoubtedly the Gita! It is a masterpiece 
and the most valuable creation in Indian cultural 
history. It is such a treasure trove of knowledge, 
that even the president of America learnt Sanskrit 
to acquire the knowledge imparted through the 
Gita. It teaches us how to face both life and death 
with equanimity, how to lead life happily and how 
to embrace death with equal happiness.  The 
biggest fear of any mortal being on Earth, is that of 
death. When that very fear is eradicated, you can 
achieve any pedestal of success.
Children nowadays need spectacles at a very 
early age. What are the reasons according to you? 
 The main reason is heredity. Other reasons 
can be an imbalanced diet, overuse of electronic 
media and insufficient sleep. A child must get at 
least 8 to 9hrs of sound sleep. Do you think our 
eyes, being much more delicate and fragile than 
our legs, can withstand the stress of being used the 
whole day, like our legs? Of course not!

Dr. Sunil Agarwal
Renowned Eye Surgeon and Trustee of
Navchetna Charitable Trust

FURTHER THAN EYE CAN SEE
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What made you choose sports as your career?
 It was during my school days that I discovered 
my talent. I always wanted to be  different and to be the 
best in whatever field I choose. I discovered my 
interest in sports and chose this field as my career. I 
even wanted to bring laurels to our village, state and 
country.
You have won laurels and awards at various levels. 
Which is the closest to your heart?
 As I am a sports person, every award is very 
special to me but talking about the closest one, Shivaji 
Chattrapati award and Asian medals are the one.
Please tell what a typical coaching session is all 
about?
 The most important element of a coaching 
session is to follow discipline, time and planning given 
by the coach. Each and every instruction of the coach 
should be followed to get better at one's work. I was 
even punished by my coach for minor mistakes and I 
think that has made me reach this level.
A sportsman likes to be always active on the field. Now 
that you hold an administrative position, do you find it 
boring?
 No, I do not find it boring because being a 
RDC (Residential Deputy Collector) I am still in touch 

with sports. I still go for practice every morning. I start 
my day with a warm up on the play-ground. As I am a 
sportsman first and foremost, my mind works fast and I 
barely get tired. Sports makes us not only physically fit 
but also mentally fit which helps us in every kind of 
work. When we (sportsmen) are on the field, a spirit of 
sportsmanship runs in our veins and the ground instils 
the virtue of patience which is of great importance in 
all aspects of life. We treat the playground as a very 
sacred and spiritual place.
Do you think that Indian society is conducive enough 
for female sports persons?
 No, the participation is still lacking and there 
is ample scope for improvement. But I must say that 
the situation is better than before. Talking about 
women's involvement in sports, it should be, first and 
foremost, the priority of the parents to encourage their 
daughters to pursue sports as their dream. I too try my 
level best to contribute and motivate girls to take up 
any sports as they like.
How has people's outlook towards sports evolved over 
the years?
 Well! There is a lot of difference or should I 
say, improvement over the years. However, there is still 
work to be done because people are still not aware about 
the importance and benefits of sports. People still have 
orthodox opinions about sports and believe that there is 
no career in sports.
You yourself are from the field of sports, so would you 
want your children to follow in your foot steps? 
 As I said, when I was a child, I discovered my 
talent and my interest and accordingly moved ahead in 
my life. That's what I have told my kids-to be whatever 
they like and in whichever field they like. I strongly 
believe that being passionate about one's work is the 
mantra to achieve success and everlasting happiness in 
life.

Jagannath Lakade
Presently working as Taluka Sports Of�cer at Kurla is a 
Shiv Chattrapati Awardee

KHELEGA INDIA:- JEETEGA INDIA
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T. P. Bhatia is your alma-mater. What contribution has 
it made in making you what you are today?
 The best thing TP Bhatia gave me is my 
friends. And all the memories that I will cherish all my 
life. Sitting in the canteen, attending lectures, the fun , I 
love them all.
Were you a part of 'Vigyasa' as a student? Had you 
imagined that one day you'll be called here as a guest?
 Yes, and I feel great coming back here as a 
guest. And at the same time I never imagined that I'll be 
invited here as a guest. You have welcomed me so 
graciously, really I feel so great and honoured, I am 
very glad to be at this lovely place!
What difference did you find in 'Vigyasa' then and 
now?
 Yes, the difference is phenomenal. When I was 
in college it was the first year of 'Vigyasa', so it wasn't 
that big event. But today when I see this, I am thrilled. 
Even the photographs are beautiful. 'Vigyasa' has 
progressed a lot since then. And it's appreciable.
Hotel management with a science background? Was 
there any reason for the switch?

 From the beginning I was very keen in 
designing things. I used to make cakes and loved 
designing them. But then, I realized that actually by 
making cakes I am making people unhealthy and 
obese. So, I decided to make people fit by a proper diet 
and become a dietician. And then I started growing 
vegetables on my own and started designing my own 
garden.
You are an urban gardener …. would you please throw 
some light on it?
 Now-a-days, the vegetables and fruit we eat 
are so unhealthy. They are grown using harmful 
pesticides, insecticides which in turn affect our health. 
So, I decided to grow my own veggies which would be 
healthy for me and my family. And I want everyone to 
start gardening on their own. Wherever they want in 
their balcony, terrace etc.
We have heard that you support the 'Grow your own' 
movement. Could you please elaborate?
 Like I said before, ‘grow your own’ is 
growing your own healthy pure veggies. And it is to 
create awareness among the people towards what they 
are eating and its effect on their lives. So, for a healthy 
life, we need to grow on our own. And my vision is to 
spread happiness and to help people enjoy their 
existence. Do what makes you feel good.
Hotel management and urban gardening, both seem to 
be way too different. So how do you manage it all 
along?
 Both are totally different things. But 
gardening is my hobby. I pursue it like a hobby because 
I like doing that. I love growing vegetables on my own. 
So, I do it. And I am a dietician by profession. And if 
you love what you do, managing is not difficult.

Sarab Matharu
Our Ex-Student - Environment Enthusiat

@ HOME COMING
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િશ�ણ �ે�ે આવવાની �ેરણા �ાથંી મળ�?

 બાળપણમા ંડૉકટરને સૌ �થમ જોઈએ એટલે 
ડૉકટર બનવાની ઈ�છા થતી. પરં� ુ�મ �મ શાળામા ં
અ�યાસ કરતો ગયો. તેમ તેમ શ�ૈ�ણક �ે� તરફ 
આકષા�યો. અને મનમા ંઈ�છા �ગી ડૉકટર બન�નંુથી 
પણ બનાવવા, સમાજને સારા અને િન�ઠા�વૂક�  કાય� 
કરતા સરકાર� અને �બનસરકાર� અિધકાર�ઓની લેટ 
આપવી છે.

શાળામાથંી થોરણ ૧૦ કયા વષા�મા ંઉ�ીણ� ક�?� ુ

ુ એ વષ� ક�વી ર�તે �લૂી શ�ં માચ� - ૨૦૧૦

શાળા �વનનો યાદગાર �સગં કહશ� ો?

 એક હોય તો ક�.ં શાળા �વનનો દર�ક �દવસ ુ
યાદગાર છે. શાળાએ આવ�,ંુ િમ�ોને મળ�,ંુ રસ�વૂક�  
િશ�કો � ર�તે ભણાવતા, િવિવધ �પધા�મા ંસ��ય ર�તે 

ભાગ લેવો, રમતો રમવી, અને હા, 'ભણે નરસ�યો' નાટક 
આ બધા �દવસો યાદ આવતા આ� પણ આખ ભીની થઈ 
�ય છે. શ�આતમા ંથતી �પધા�મા ંવક��ૃવ �પધા�મા ં
�જુરાતીના િશ�ક અને આચાયા�એ �કૂ�લા િવ�ાસે 
મારામા ંભર�રૂ આ�મિવ�ાસ જગાડયો. � આ� પણ 
અકબધં છે, અને િશ�ક તર�ક� બી� પર િવ�ાસ 
�કૂવાની, િવ�ાથ�ઓની આ�મિવ�ાસ વધારવાની 
�ેરણા આપે છે. 

આપની શાળામા ંશ�ૈ�ણક વડાના  હોદા પર આ�યા પછ� 
તમને ક�વી લાગણી થઈ? 

 આનદંનો પાર ન રહયો. આ કાય�ભાર સભંાળતા 
એવી લાગણી થઈ ક� માર� િન�ઠા�વૂક�  બાળકો માટ� � કઈ 
થઈ શક� તે કરવા� ંુછે.

આજના િવ�ાથ�ઓને શો સદં�શો આપશો?

 આજના િવ�ાથ�ઓને કહવ� ા મા� ંુ� ંક� તમારા 
હાથમા ં આ સમય છે, તમારા ભિવ�યના સમયને 
બદલવાનો. આ સમય જતો રહશ�  ેતો પાછો નહ� આવ,ે 
�ણૂ� શ��ત અને િન�ઠા સાથ ે કાય� કરો ઈ�ર તમારો 
માગ�દશક�  બનશ.ે

આપના મતે િશ�ણ પ�િતમા ંકોઈ �ધુારા જ�ર� ખરા? 

ુ પ�રવત�ન એ સમયની માગ છે. પણ મા�ં 
માન� ંુછે ક� િશ�ણ એ� ંુહો� ંુજોઈએ ક� �થી બાળકોનો

ભાિવન હ. ચોલેરા 
 આચાયા�એ �કૂ�લા
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સવા�ગી િવકાસ થઈ શક�, રોજગાર� મેળવી શક�, બાળકમા ં
નૈિતક ��ૂયો� ંુિસ�ચન થાય અને સમાજને મદદ�પ થઈ 
શક� એ� ંુહો� ંુજોઈએ. રા��ભાવના વધે એ� ંુિશ�ણ હ� ંુ
જોઈએ.

આપના મતે �ા �ધુારા થવા જોઈએ? િવગતે 
જણાવશો?

 દર�કને સમાન ર�તે આગળ વધવાની તક મળ� 
રહ � તે જ�ર� છે. એવી �યવ�થા હોવી જોઈએ ક� દર�ક 
િવ�ાથ�ને એમની મનપસદં શાળા-કૉલેજમા ં�વશે મળ� 

ુરહ,�  �ગ�મ િવ�તાર �ધુી િશ�ણ પહ�ચી શક�, ધો. ૮ ક� ૯ 
થી �યવસાયલ�ી અ�યાસ�મ ઉમેરવા જોઈએ. 
બાળકોમા ંતક� અને ત�વ�ાન વધે તેવા િવષયો ઉમેરવા 
જોઈએ.

ુઘરથી �ર રહ� અ�યાસ કરનારા બાળકોને �ેરણા મળે 
એવો કોઈ સદં�શ આપશો?

 આ� પણ મને યાદ છે હો�ટ�લનો પહલ� ો �દવસ, 
ુઘરથી �ર, ગમ� ંુન હ�,ંુ જમવા� ંુપણ ન ભાવ,ે બ� ંુ

કામ �તે જ કર�,ંુ કપડા પણ હાથ ેજ ધોવાના, આ બ� ંુ
ુ�બૂ જ અઘ�ં હ�.ંુ �યાર� અમારા �હૃપિતના શ�દો 

હતા તે જ � ંકહવ� ા ઈ�� ં� ં- "ચાલશ ે - ફાવશ ે-ુ
ગમશ"ે - આ મ�ંને �ગીકાર કર� આગળ વ�યો 
આ� � � ં� ંતે તમાર� સામે � ંમાટ� આવા મ�ંને ુ
�વનમા ંઅપનાવો. જ�ર સફળ થ�પે. 

 

�વનમા ંમળેલી સફળતાનો �યે કોને આપશો ? 
કોઈ �સગં ક� કોઈ �ય��ત?

 હ� તો �વનમા ં ઘણા �યેય �ા�ત 
કરવાના છે. પરં� ુઅ�યાર �ધુી � મેળ�� ંુછે તેનો 
�યે માતાિપતા, દાદા, મામા, દર�ક િશ�કો, િમ�ો, 
�ભુ�ચ�તકો, આ શાળા અને એ દર�ક પ�ર��થિતને 
�યે આપવા માગંીશ �માથંી � ં કંઇક શી�યો �.ં ુ

ુઅને હા, �મણે દર�ક સમયમા ંમને માગ�દશન�  ��ંૂ 
ૃપાડ� ંુછે એવા પરમ�પા� પરમા�મા. 

આપના સમયનો અને આજના સમયનો અ�યાસ 
અને પર��ામાથંી આપને કઈ વ� ુયો�ય લાગી? 
કારણ જણાવશો. 

ભ◌ાિવન : આગળ જણા�યા �જુબ "પ�રવત�ન એ 
ૃસમયની માગં છે". તે �જુબ માર� ���ટએ બનેં 

યો�ય છે. સમય �માણે �ધુાર આ�યા છે. �યાર� � 
સમયની માગં હતી તેવો અ�યાસ અને પર��ા હતી 
અને અ�યાર� � છે તે આજના સમય સાથ ેતાલ 
મેળવવા જ�ર� છે. અને એ પણ એવા સમયે જયાર� 
િવ�ના તમામ દ�શો વ�ચે મહાસ�ા બનવાની હોડ 
લાગી હોય. કોઈ પણ દ�શના સામા�જક અને આિથ�ક 
િવકાસ માટ� િશ�ણ ��ુય પ�રબળ �રુવાર થવા� ંુ
છે.  
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Robotics
Our Ex-Students

How had been your experience as teachers, in spite of 
being students?

 The genuine desire of the students to 
learn, their obedience, sincerity gave us immense 
motivation to give our best. It was again a matter 
of great satisfaction that they received something 
which we missed a lot as students; but even more 
than that they understood and were able to 
implement what was imparted to them and were 
even curious to know more.

How would you judge the performance of our 
students? 

 Though they found second level a bit 
challenging, more remarkable was their 
willingness to take the responsibility of their own 
mistakes and to learn from the same, rather than 
copying someone.

How and when were the seed of the INDO 
ROBOTICS sown? 

th As an 8  standard student, when I 
attended a Robotics' session, I could hardly 
understand the theory part. Hence we aimed at 
bringing the theory as well as the practical part at 
the level of the student s of school and Jr College.

What are your opinions about the fact that learning by 
doing is a better concept?

  T h o u g h  t h e o r y  h a s  g o t  i t s  o w n 
unshakeable place in learning, students 
undoubtedly learn better by doing. Like if you 

learn A to C by theory, you learn D to Z by doing, 
by applying your own knowledge in real life 
situation as to what you are doing, how to 
troubleshoot the problem, etc. At the same time if 
you don't know ABC, knowing till Z is not 
possible.

In this world which is technologically progressing by 
leaps and bounds, how can we bring about a change in 
the way of thinking of the students? 

 Application based learning does help. For 
example, if I am a coder, I know only basic data. 
but on having asked to do something on my own, 
I will nd out a way myself to gure it out. It 
develops curiosity and creativity among us along 
with the satisfaction of having created something 
on my own.

WHEN MADIMES TAKE OVER
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     શાળાના સામા�ય િનયમા�સુાર િવિવધ ��િૃતઓથી 

શાળા �વતં બની રહ�. શાળાના શ�ૈ�ણક વષ�ની શ�આત 

'શાળા �વશેો�સવ' થી કરવામા ં આવ ે છે. �મા ં શાળાના 

�ાચાયા� ડૉ. સગંીતા �ીવા�તવ ેબાળકો� ંુઅ�ભવાદન ક�.� ુ  

શાળાના ઉપાચાય� �ી એમ. ડ�. જહોને િશ�કોની ઓળખાણ 

કરાવી હતી. તેમજ િવ�ાથ�ઓને શાળાના િનયમોથી 

મા�હતગાર કયા� શાળાના �ાચાયા� ડૉ. સગંીતા �ીવા�તવ 

ર�ચત �હ�દ� કા�ય� ંુબાળકો પાસે પઠન કરા��.ંુ તેમજ તે 

કા�યના વકૈ��પક ��ોતર� અને �ચ�કળા� ંુ કાય�પ�ક 

આપવામા ં આ��.ંુ �મા ં બાળકોએ ઉ�સાહભેર ��તૃ થઈ, 

�દંુર �ચ�કળા બનાવી, ઉ�રો લ�યા હતા.

િવ�ાથ�ઓની �ત�રક શ��તને ઓળખી તેને 

સરળતાથી ખીલવવા માટ� 'ટ�લે�ટ હ�ટમા'ં ��ૃય અને ગાયન 

�પધા�, પો�ટર, મહદ� �, વક��ૃવ, �ચ�કળા, �દંુરલેખન �પધા�,  

િનબધંલેખન �પધા� �વી િવિવધ �પધા�ઓ� ંુ આયોજન 

કરવામા ંઆવ ેછે. 

 'શી� વક��ૃવ �પધા�' મા ંબાળકોએ સહષ� ભાગ લીધો 

હતો. �ના િવષયો માર� શાળા, પ�પા, ��ૃો, વરસાદ, 

વત�માનપ�, �ાણીબાગ, િવ�ાનના ફાયદા, કો���ટુર, 

આદશ � િવ�ાથ�ઓ વગેર� હતા. �ના િવશ ેબાળકોએ પોતાના 
ૂ ુમતં�યો ર� કયા�. કાય��મ� ંસચંાલન �ીમતી નયના જોશી, 

�ીમતી ગીતા મોદ�, �ીમતી દ���ત રાઠોડ� ક� � ુ હ�.ંુ �ીમતી 

અચ�ના શાહ તથા �ીમતી સગંીતા દ�સાઈએ િનણા�યકની 

જવાબદાર� િનભાવી હતી.

�દંુર લેખન �પધા�મા ં શાળાના દર�ક િવ�ાથ�ઓ 

સહભાગી બ�યા, ચાર ભાષામા ં લખાયેલા ��ેઠ �દંુર 

અ�રોવાળા બાળકોને િવ�તા �હર�  કરવામા ંઆ�યા વગ�મા ં

આ �પધા� લેવામા ંઆવી હતી. િવષય િન�ણાત િશ�કોએ 

િવ�તાઓની પસદંગી કર� હતી.

'ટલ� �ેટ હ�ટ' નામક કાય�� મ હઠ� ળ ગાયન અને ��ૃય 

�પધા��  ંુઆયોજન કરવામા ંઆવ ેછ.ે આ �પધા��  ંુઆયોજન 

�ીમતી ચતેના પડંયા, �ીમતી ગીતા મોદ�, �ીમતી મનીષા 

જોશી, �ીમતી રા��ી પટલ� ે ક� � ુ હ�.ંુ �ી અરિવદ� �દવે  ��ૃય�,ંુ    

શાળાનો વાિષ�ક અહેવાલ
વષ� કહે

 સહષ�
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  સગંીત િશ��કા �ીમતી ઉમા જોશીએ ગાયન �પધા�� ંુ 

િનણા�યક પદ શોભા�� ંુહ�.ંુ 

'�ગિતક લોક સ�ંયા �દવસ' િનિમતે શાળામા ંપો�ટર 

�પધા�� ંુ આયોજન કરવામા ં આ�� ંુ હ�.ંુ લોકસ�ંયાના 

અ�સુધંાનમા ંિવ�ાથ�ઓએ �દંુર �ચ� બનાવી, તેના ઉપર 
ૂકહવ� તો અને �િુવચારો લખી ઉ�ે�યસભર ર�આત કર�.

'�ચ�કળા �પધા�' ના આયોજન �ારા િવ�ાથ�ઓની 
ુ�ચ�કળા ��યેની ��ચને ઉ�ગર કરવાના સફળ �ય�નો 

કરવામા ં આ�યા. છ�ી ઉપર �ચ�કળા� ંુ આયોજન કર� 

બાળકોની આવડતને �ચ��પે કંડાર� ઉપરો�ત બનેં 

�પધા�ઓના િનણા�યક તર�ક� �ી �નેહા�ં ુદ�સાઈ, ��ુી �વાિત 

ફણસીકર, ��ુી ન�તા જોશીએ �િૂમકા ભજવી હતી.

ુ�તૂ�વૂ � રા��પિત �ી ડૉ એ. પી. �. અ��લ 

કલામના જ�મ�દન િનિમતે ની ઉજવણી 'વાચન �ેરણા �દન' 

કરવામા ં આવી. �મા ં શાળાના િશ�કોએ વાચંન� ંુ મહ�વ 
ૃદશા�વતા પોતાના મતં�યો જણા�યા. બાળકોએ ��ય�ા�ય 

���િુતકરણ ક�.� ુ  િવ�ાથ�ઓએ  િશ�ણ�ે�ના માધંાતાઓની 
ૂવશે�ષૂા ધારણ કર� પોતાના િવચારો ર� કયા�. શાળાના 

િશ�ક �ી એલન �ડસોઝાએ ડૉ. કલામના દ�ખાવ સાથ ેમચં પર 

આવી કાય��મને રોમાચંક બના�યો.

કા�ંદવલી એ��કુ�શન સોસાયટ�ના ��ખુ �ી સતીશ 

દ�ાણી, ઉપ��ખુ �ી િવનોદ વોરા, માન�્ મ�ંી �ી મહશ�  

ચદંારાણા અને સ�ં�ુત માન�્ મ�ંી �ી રજનીકાતં ઘલેાણીએ 

��ુતકાલયના ઉદઘાટન  સમારંભમા ંહાજર રહ� કાય��મની 

શોભા વધાર� હતી. તેમજ તેમના આ�હથી િવ�ાથ�ઓના 

�ભુહ�તે ��ુતકાલય� ંુઉદઘાટન કરા��.ંુ કારણ ક� િવ�ાથ�ઓ 

માટ�ના ��ુતકાલય ઉદઘાટન િવ�ાથ�ઓના હાથ ેથાય એ વ� ુ

ઉ�મ રહશ�  ેએ� ંુ એમ� ંુમાન� ંુછે. 

આપણા �વાત�ંયવીરોએ અપાવલેી આઝાદ�ના 

�મરણાથ �  ની ઉજવણીમા ં બનેં મા�યમના '�ાિંત �દવસ'

બાળકોએ ભાગ લઈ, ઐિતહાિસક �દવસને �વાત�ંયવીરોની 

ઝાખંી કરાવી હતી, નેતાઓની વશે�ષૂા ધારણ કર� �વત�ંતા 
ૂ ુલડતની ના�ટકા ર� કર�. �� ં સચંાલન �ીમતી ચેતના 

પડંયા, �ીમતી ર�ખા દોશી, �ીમતી શીલા નાયર� ક� � ુ હ�.ંુ 

શાળાનો વાિષ�ક અહેવાલ વષ� કહે સહષ�
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કાય��મમા ં િવ�ાથ�ઓએ દ�શભ��તના ગીતો ગાઈ, 

વાતાવરણને દ�શભ��તથી રંગી દ��.ંુ

ૃ�તૂ�વૂ � રા��પિત ડૉ. સવપ� �લી રાધા��ણનના 

જ�મ�દનને સમ� ભારતમા ં  �પે ઉજવાય છે. આ િશ�ક �દન

�દને શાળામા ંિવ�ાથ�ઓએ િવ�ાથ� િશ�કની �િૂમકા ભજવી, 

શાળામા ં શ�ૈ�ણક કાય� ચલા�� ંુ હ�.ંુ િવ�ાથ� િશ�કોની 

સભામા ંિવ�ાથ� િશ�કોએ �ાચાયા� તેમજ િશ�કોને પોતાના 

અ�ભુવો જણા�યા હતા.  

િવ� �જુરાતી �દવસની ઉજવણી સદંભ� પાલા�ની  

જમનાબાઈ નરસી શાળામા ંલોક��ૃયના કાય��મ� ંુ આયોજન 

ક� � ુ હ�.ંુ આપણી શાળાના િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �જુરાત� ંુ'રાઠવા' 
ૃલોક��ૃય ઉ���ટ ર�તે ���તુ કર� લોકોના મન �તી લીધા 

હતા. �બંુઈ િવ�તારની �જુરાતી મા�યમની બધી જ 

શાળાઓએ ભાગ લીધો હતો. શાળાના સભા�હૃમા ં"�જુરાતી 
ુિવચાર મચં" �ારા �ી રા�શભાઈ ચાવડા આયો�જત ��ની 

કળા દ�ખાડવામા ંઆવી. �ી સદં�પભાઈ પરદ�શી અને �ી 
ુ�રુ�શભાઈ ત�ાએ આ કાય��મમા ંપોતાની ��ઈ કળાના ખેલો 

�ારા િવ�ાથ�ઓ� ંુ મનોરંજન ક�.� ુ  �જુરાતીના મહાન 

સા�હ�યકાર �ી નમ�દાશકંરના જ�મ�દવસે િવ� �જુરાતી 

�દવસની ઉજવણી કરવામા ંઆવ ે છે. તે ઉ�ેશાથ � શાળામા ં

સા�હ�યકારો તેમજ સા�હ�ય�વ�પો� ંુપઠન અને કથન �ારા 

પ�રચય કરા�યો. શાળાના િશ�કો �ીમતી દ���ત રાઠોડ, 

�ીમતી અચ�ના શાહ � અને �ીમતી નયના જોશીએ મા�ભૃાષા� ંુ
ૃમહ�વ જણાવી, મા�હતી આપી હતી. સાથ ેસાથ ે��ય�ા�ય 

ૂ ુ ુ���િુતકરણમા ંકા�યપઠન ર� ક� � હ�.ં

�વા��યને લ�મા ં રાખી શાળામા ંયોગ �દવસ � ંુ
આયોજન કરવામા ંઆવ ેછે. �મા ં"મહિષ� પતજં�લ યોગમડંળ 
�બંુઈ" ના રા�શભાઈ તથા એમના સાથી િમ�ોએ યોગ� ંુ

ુમહ�વ તથા ત�ંર�ત �વન �વવા માટ� શાર��રક �યાયામ 
ક�ટ� ંુમહ�વ� ંુછે તે માગ�દશન�  આ�� ંુહ�.ંુ 

આ�િુનક �ગુને લ�મા ં રાખી શાળામા ં િવ�ાન 
ૂ ૂ ુ��મ�ંષા સગંણક ��મ�ંષા� ં અને આયોજન કરવામા ં

આ��.ંુ �મા ંિવ�ાથ�ઓએ સ��યપણે ભાગ લઈ �વ�રત ઉ�રો 
આપી �પધા�ને રોમાચંક બનાવી હતી.                   

શાળાનો વાિષ�ક અહેવાલ
વષ� કહે

 સહષ�
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Shala Praveshostav: The school 
reopened and std V students were warmly 
welcomed by teachers, the Principal and the staff. 
The programme commenced with prayers and 
was followed with an entertainment programme 
put up by the students of std IX and X. The Vice 
Principal introduced, Std V teachers to the 
students.

International Yoga Day: The longest 
stday 21  June, being the summer solstice was 

brightly chosen to be celebrated as International 
Yoga Day. Sri. Rajesh Kothare and his colleagues 
from yoga institute guided the students on how to 
be stress free in our modern lifestyle and stay 
healthy. The Principal addressed the students 
about the importance of yoga. 

E n g l i s h  E x t e m p o r e  S p e e c h 
Competition (Junior & Senior Group): Co-
Curricular activities began with an extempore 
speech competition. Students from all classes 
participated enthusiastically. Participants were 
awarded with certificates. 

Field Trip Nagla Blocks: To explore and 

nurture our nature, a plantation drive was 
organized for students at Nagla blocks with a 
Nature trail to learn more about mother earth. 
Students participated in a tree plantation drive at 
Veer Savarkar Udyan at Borivali (W), National 
Park and Nagla Block. Students of  'Nature 
Club' visited these pristine locations among the 
mangroves. Umbrella Painting competition was 
organized to develop love for nature and its 
conservation. 

English Elocution Competition : As a 
part of ‘Gandhi Jayanti Celebration’, an elocution 
competition was organized to inculcate good 
values on the basis of principles of Gandhiji in our 
students. Around 30 students participated in this 
event.

Birth Anniversary of Smt. Savitribai 
Phule: The occasion was celebrated by creating 
awareness among the students about the 
importance of education and encourage woman in 
various fields. Stitching, embroidery, craft were   

ANNUAL REPORTS THE YEAR TO HEAR
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given higher emphasis to enhance grass root level 
self-employment schemes.

World Population Day: On this occasion 
a Poster making and handwriting competition in 
various languages viz; English, Hindi, Marathi 
and Gujarati were held. Students with exemplary 
talents were awarded. Every poster was unique 
with a message.

Solo Singing Competition (Senior and 
Junior): Children have an ocean of hidden talent, 
to bring out that potential and develop this 
quality, solo singing competition was organized. 
Students enthralled the audience with their 
excellent performances. 

Mehandi Competition:  Mehandi not 
only has medicinal properties but also has 
enriched our culture as an auspicious symbol. 
Mehandi competition is an important part of co-
curricular activities. Mehandi competition was 
held where even boys were motivated to 
participate. 

Drawing Competition was conducted to 
enhance the creative capability of the students 
and to bring out their hidden talent. Every student 
participated in the competition.    

Biodiversity and Naag Panchami (Sarp 
-  Mitra):  Presentat ion and lecture  on 
‘Biodiversity and saving snakes on the festival of 
Naag Panchami’ was conducted by the young 
environmentalist Mr. Rushabh Shah who also 

shared his Knowledge on wild life and his 
experiences of saving snakes. 

Kranti Diwas: To inculcate a true spirit of 
patriotism among the young, a celebration in 
remembrance of the martyrs was organized. 
Students enacted drama and presented speeches 
in the programme.

As, ‘go green’ is the new mantra, we said 
no to the idols made of chemicals and plaster of 
paris. The institute conducted a workshop on 
making Eco Friendly Ganesh Idols. The motto 
was to enjoy a safe Ganesh Chaturthi without 
harming the environment. 

'Kilbil Vaachan Kopra': In this activity, 
the students get books from the library and can 
read it outside the library during their proxy 
periods in the class. They will not carry these 
books home. This has been started to develop 
reading habits among students in English, Hindi, 
Marathi and Gujarati. The books selected are ones 
that they can finish in 20 minutes. This initiative 
has received a very good response from students.

ANNUAL REPORTS
THE YEAR TO HEAR
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 In spite of being a science college, we at 
Kandivli Education Society's Shri T.P.Bhatia 
Junior College of Science, believe that education 
does not simply mean scoring high percentages 
and marks. The real purpose of education is to 
prepare students into well rounded personalities, 
as the future citizens of the country. Hence, every 
year various opportunities are provided at all 
possible levels to students and staff members to 
explore their talents.
 The year began with the felicitation of the 
33 students, who successfully completed the 
astronaut training camp at NASA, with 
certificates. This was followed by a Parent 
Orientation Seminar for the parents of FYJC 
students to brief them about syllabus, exams and 
practicals for the year to score well.
 The authorities at Shri T.P.Bhatia College 
have  a lways  championed the  cause  of 
environment conservation. The Nature Club of 
the college organized a nature trail to Nagla 
Block, Bhayander. A 'Tree Plantation Drive' in 
collaboration with S.A.R.R.P and 'Discover 

Enviro' under the aegis of the Government of 
Maharashtra  was also undertaken at Palghar.
 Various 'Giving Back to the Society' 
initiatives were undertaken through the year like 
an Organ Donation seminar, Platelet Donation 
seminar, Blood Donation Camp and  Rubella 
Vaccination Drive were conducted by well-
known doctors from Kokilaben Dhirubhai 
Ambani Hospital and Tata Memorial Hospital 
with the kind support of Dr. Girish Trivedi, Rotary 
Club and Inner Wheel club. Our college students 
also visited Municipal (Shatabdi) Hospital at 
Kandivli and distributed clothes, toys and other 
things to the needy patients. A student's visit was 
also organised to 'Prem Sadan', an all girls' 
orphanage at Madh, where students distributed 
clothes, toys, stationery and snacks.
 A 'Welcome Party' for the newly joined 
FYJC students and A farewell party for SYJC 
students was also organised, which was a 
refreshing break for all the students from their 
studies. 
 In  the s t r ing of  var ious fun and 
educational excursions, students were taken on a 
one day picnic to 'Imagica- the Theme Park'. An 
overnight trip to Pune where they visited tourist 
attractions like Lohgad Fort, Pune Adventure Plus 
Park along with other fun activities was also 
organised.
 Like every year, various days were 
celebrated with all glory and grandeur.  
Independence Day and - the Republic Day were 
celebrated with a parade and cultural programmes 
on college grounds with great enthusiasm and

SHRI T. P. BHATIA COLLEGE ANNUAL REPORT 

Orientation of Std XI parents by principal
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patriotic fervour. ‘Teachers Day’- was celebrated 
as 'Sadbhavna Diwas when the management 
organised a special musical extravaganza and a 
sumptuous spread of lunch for the teachers. Hindi 
Diwas was celebrated on the theme of “Cinema 
and Hindi”. On the occasion of National Science 
Day, a visit to TIFR was organised to provide the 
students an opportunity to conduct various 
activities of Maths and Science under the 
guidance of scientist and research assistants from 
TIFR.  
 Junior college is the threshold for students 
to decide on a future career path, hence a career 
guidance seminar about the various career choices 
available for the students was conducted by 
renowned counsellor Ms. Shailaja Muley. An 
awareness seminar on 'Engineering As a Career 
Option' was also conducted by the students of S. P. 
Engineering College for the aspiring engineers of 
the college.
 'Garba Night' was celebrated on the 
college grounds. Prizes were awarded in various 
categories to students and staff. Annual Day 
programme for S.V.P.V.V School and Shri T. P. 
Bhatia College was celebrated at Sh.Prabhodhan 
Thackrey Auditorium with great pomp and 
enthusiasm. The theme was 'Aaj Ka Shravan 
Kumar'. 'Vigyasa' - the science fest was celebrated 
with slew of activities including a Robotics 
Workshop, Wildlife Photography Exhibition and 
talks by eminent speakers. The most awaited 

Science Quiz, where 31 colleges from the city 
participated was conducted by professional quiz 
master Dyu'D Cunha.
 Students of the college participated and 
won laurels in many inter-college competitions at 
Vidya Vikas College, Thakur College, B.KGadhia 
College and SNDT University. Students, Non 
teaching staff and the teachers won laurels in 
different R-Ward competitions. Project 'Oxylar 

rdTree' was awarded 3  prize at 'R' Ward Science 
Exhibition. It was also selected for Zonal level at 
National Science Congress. It won a consolation 
prize at St. Andrews 'Techno Galaxy', a science 

stexhibition and won 1  prize at the Science Festival 
organised by L. R. Tiwari Engineering College, 

st nd rdMumbai. Our students won 1 , 2 and 3  prize 
respectively in an essay competition organised by 
Sh. RamKrishna Mission, Mumbai. 
 The academic year was a pot pourri of 
varied activities. The year left us with some 
wonderful memories, laurels and reinforcing our 
commitment to provide holistic development and 
value based education to students.

Honourable Guest and Trustees addressing
the teachers on Sadbhavna Divas
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The Annual Sports Meet was organized in 
December under the guidance of sports in charge 
Smt. Shashi Surve, in the presence of our 
Principal Dr. Sangeeta N. Srivastava and Vice 
Principal Sri John M. D. The meet was 
inaugurated by the Chief Guests Sri. Yogendra 
Singh Rawat, a National awardee in boxing and 
Sri Tushar Gitaye, a National awardee Swimmer 
(Diving) guard of  honour.

 The Chief guests were honoured by a 
salute and manoeuver dance followed by the 
march-past by various students’ groups like RSP 
Boys, RSP Girls, Scouts and Guide accompanied 
by enthusiastic and rhythmic drumbeats. After the 
unfurling of our national flag, beautiful 
demonstrations of the Band, dumbbells, Scouts 
and Guides, hula-hoop, karate, pyramids, 
mullakhamb and lezim performances were held 
under the able guidance of all our Physical 

educators and other consulting teachers. Annual 
Sports Report was presented by Smt. Shashi  
Surve. The meet was declared open by the chief 
guest who lit the torch and all the students took 
oath of sportsmanship.

During the academic year, individual team 
events were organised. In the Athletic Events: 
four groups for boys and girls were formed 
respectively, 24 Groups such as 'A' U/11, 'B' U/13, 
'C' U/15 and 'D' U/17 Yrs. House wise 
competitions were held between the same 
standards.
 All the winners were honoured with 
trophies and certificates. Students for athletics 
and other individual events: were awarded with - 
gold, silver and bronze medals. Championship 
cup was awarded in every age group. Special 
prizes were given for the faculties like Band, RSP, 
Scout and Guide Groups, Prefects, Monitors etc.

SCHOOL ANNUAL SPORTS REPORT

Chief Guest Sri. Yogendra Singh Rawat, 
National awardee in boxing

Chief Guest Sri Tushar Gitaye, National 
awardee in Swimmer (Diving)

Band

Karate P. T. Pyramid
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School Athletic Championship

Purohit Harsh K. - VI-I
Group B 

400 mts. Run - Silver Medal &
Long Jump - Bronze Medal

Khan Altaf A. - IX-H
Group D 

100 mts. Run - Gold Medal, 400 mts. Run - Gold Medal,
Shot Put - Gold Medal & Badminton - Silver Medal

Gupta Anjali S. - X-K
Group D 

100 mts. Run - Gold Medal, Shot Put - Gold Medal 
and Long Jump - Gold Medal

Patil Dhruvi L. - V-J
Group A 

200 mts. Run - Gold Medal,
Long Jump - Silver Medal &
100 mts. Run - Bronze Medal

Kaunder Rajeshwari - VIII-I
Group C

400 mts. Run - Gold Medal,
800 mts Run - Gold Medal &

100 mts. Run - Silver Medal

Lodaria Saarthak - VIII-K
Group C 

100 mts. Run - Silver Medal, 
Long Jump - Silver Medal, 

Chess - Gold Medal,  Carrom - Gold Medal & 
Badminton - Gold Medal

Mitalia Swastik J. - V-I
Group A 

100 mts. Run - Gold Medal &
200 mts. Run - Bronze Medal

Khan Mubashira - VII-H
Group B 

Long Jump - Gold Medal,
Shot Put - Gold Medal and

400 mts. Run - Bronze Medal

ATHLETIC GRACEFUL & BEAUTIFUL
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Lodhariya Sarthak, IX - K
Group C  

100 Mts. Run, Long Jump

Nandini Rathod, IX - B
Group C, 

100 Mts., 400 Mts. Run, 
Long Jump, Shot Put,

Badminton

Khan Altaf Ali, X - H
Group D 

100 Mts., 400 mts. Run
Shot Put, Badmindon, Kabbadi

Walleyball

Yadav Priyanka, IX-J
Group D 

100 Mts., 400 mts. Run
Long Jump, Shot Put

Badmindon, Dodge Ball

School Athletic Championship
ATHLETIC GRACEFUL & BEAUTIFUL
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 This year was full of activities and events of the students of R.S.P., girls and boys from Gujarati and 

English mediums actively participated in the regular weekly training programme conducted every 

Thursday. The R. S. P. volunteers displayed their skill by ensuring smooth conduct of the various functions, 
thnamely, Annual day of the school, March-Past on January 26 , forming human chain for peace and fire safety 

drill. The R.S.P. troupe participated in the interschool competitions at 
ndPoinsur Gymkhana and bagged the 2  prize students were honour with 

thMedals and certificates on 26  January. The R. S. P. group thus 

continued to hold the flag high of S. V. P. V. V. and turned out to be a 

role model for other students.

ROAD SAFETY PATROL
ALERT TODAY : ALIVE TOMORROW
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Annual Sports Meet was organized at a 
national level playground, Sports Authority of 
India, Kandivli. It was a gala event with 
participation of more than 350 students in 
various  athletics  events.

The event started with the welcome 
address and introduction of the Chief Guest Sri 
Jagannath Lakade, presently working as Taluka 
Sports Ofcer at Kurla, who is a Shiv Chattrapati 
awardee and an international level athlete 
adorned with many medals and prizes.                    
Sri. Rishank Devadiga, Kabaddi Raider Pro 
League, U Mumba and Uttar Pradesh presided 
the event.

 Principal Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava gave a 
brief objective of sports and its merits for 
students. Vice Principal Sri. Shailendra Gupta 
added the same note on sports. This was 
followed by a march past by the star sportsmen 
and students of the college on the melodious 
tunes of prize winning band of school students. 
Being in Science college, students are always 
juggling with their studies, hobbies and their 
skill of maintaining balance and coordination. 
This was visible in their pyramid formation and 
Lezim dance. 

The Chief Guest in his address to the 
students told that they were lucky to be a part of 
such prestigious college as Shri T. P. Bhatia that 
facilitates and encourages them to develop their 
skills and talent, not only just in academics but 
also in sports. According to him, a sport is 
important to develop leadership, decision 
making and humility. Sports day was declared 
open with lighting of the ame and releasing of 
the balloons. The oath of integrity and sportsman 
spirit was taken by everyone present. 

Principal Madam in her address thanked 
the chief guest for giving his valuable time and 
emphasised on the importance of discipline, 
positive thinking, teamwork and sports as a 
medium to develop these qualities in a person.

There were 100m, 200m, 400m, 1500m 
and 3000 m races for both boys and girls. The 
relay race was followed by shot put, long jump, 
high jump, javelin throw, discus throw and 
hammer throw.
 The event concluded with the prize 
distribution ceremony, lowering of the sports 
ag and the National Anthem. 

ANNUAL SPORTS MEET SHRI T. P. BHATIA COLLEGE

Chief Guest Sri Jagannath Lakade presently working as Taluka Sports Ofcer at 
Kurla is a Shiv Chattrapati awardee and an international level athlete adorned 
with many medals and prizes. Welcome by Vice Principal Sri Shailendra Gupta

Chief Guest Sri. Rishank Devadiga, Kabaddi Raider Pro League, U Mumba 
2014-2017, Uttar Pradesh 2017. Welcome by Principal Dr. Sangeeta N. 
Srivastava

Athletics

Dec 2016

Dec 2017
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 SVP's Nature Club's vision is to develop 
curiosity for the miracles of nature and develop a 
scientific temperament among the students. This 
year the highlight of the S.V.P. nature club was 
‘Vegetable Garden’ and ‘Medicinal Plants’ corner. 
It was taken care by our students. They learned the 
methods of gardening, growing plants and their 
medicinal uses. They were assisted by our 
gardener and teachers regularly.
 A bird feeder was made and placed onset 
at the ground floor. It helped the students to 
understand the importance of biodiversity, 
nurturing little birds and other small creatures. 
Students made sparrow houses and bird feeders as 
an activity.
 Every year we try to make students  
Aware of Eco Friendly Festivals like no crackers 
in Diwali, save water during Holi etc. The Club 
also had Eco Friendly Ganpati Making 
Workshop (green Ganesha) before the ganesh 
festival. It includes various social awareness 
programmes, gardening activities, indoor 
activities and outdoor activities.
 Kala Utsav: It is an initiative of the 
Ministry of Human Resource Development 
(MHRD) under Rashtriya Madhyamik Shiksha 
Abhiyan to promote arts in education by nurturing 
and showcasing the artistic talent of school 
students at the secondary stage in the country. Our 
students participated in this and were selected 
for ‘State Level’ representation of our art work.
 We received second prize at the R-Ward 
science exhibition.
Social Awareness Programmes : Various 
programme were undertaken as a part of social 

awareness campaign like Save birds, save 
electricity, save water, say No to plastic(Rally), 
tree plantation, puppet show, Population day 
awareness, compost pit in school, lectures on bio-
diversity, wild life photography exhibition, Ozone 
day awareness etc.
Indoor Activities: Various indoor activities like 
poster making competition, umbrella painting, 
mask making, stone painting, paper bag making, 
cloth bag making, card making, t-shirt painting, 
handkerchief painting, slogan making, wall 
painting were also organized.
Outdoor Activities : Students were taken on short 
treks and beautification drives as a part of outdoor 
activities. The places visited were National Park, 
Keshavshristhi, Nagla Block, Khatri Garden, 
Ram Mandir station beautification. 

 Archana Shah and Nivedita Shukla

SCHOOL’S NATURE’S CLUB 
SHAIKSHANIK VANASPATI VATIKA 
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As going green is the new mantra, we said 

no to the idols made of chemicals, plaster of paris. 

We conducted a workshop on making eco friendly 
thGanesh idols on 26  August, 2016.

Under the guidance of principal Dr. 

Sangeeta N. Srivastava and Vice Principal M. D. 

John, we took the initiative of this workshop 

where in the children from our school made Eco 

friendly Ganpati.

Nature club organizers Mrs. Archana Shah 

and Mrs. Nivedita Shukla motivated the children 

to opt for natural bio degradable materials like 

Shadu mud for its making. Traditionally, clay was 

used to make Ganesh idols. With the immersion of 

these idols, there was a rise in the pollutant level of 

water. The students with the support of Mrs. 

Namrata Shetye, Ms. Swati and Mrs. Shashi 

Surve worked as a team and prepared idols of 

Ganesha with zeal and enthusiasm.

Our main motto was to enjoy a safe 

Ganesh Chaturthi  without  harming the 

environment.

“ECO FRIENDLY GANPATI IDOLS”
NATURE, GOD & HUMANE
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CHILDREN'S DAY CELEBRATION

 The Children's day was celebrated with a 

difference. The chief guest on the occasion was 

Smt. Rohini Hattangadi, a National award winner, 

film and Theatre,  T.V. personality.  She 

congratulated the ‘Kandivli Education Society’ 

and ‘Yuvak Biradari’ that brought 3000 students 

on the ground to sing action songs in Hindi, 

Gujrati, Marathi and Bengali all together, echoing 

the theme of unity and values. 

 Our Principal Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava 

motivated the students to sing beautiful 

compositions in unison at the 'Ek Sur Ek Taal' 

initiative by Padmashree Kranti Shah. Ms. Swar 

Kranti Shah gave information about the 

programme. Mr. Atul Sundarkar and team of 

singers and musicians trained students for four 

days for this event. Sri. Mahesh Shah, trustee of 

KES appreciated everyone's efforts.

दिनया ब�ो ंकीु
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We proudly take it as our responsibility to 
pass on social benefits (if possible) to our 
students. This year too, various initiatives were 
undertaken, like blood donation camp for parents 
and staff, and  Rubella Vaccination camp for girl 
students and other females even.

The Blood Donation drive was organized 
by the staff of Tata Memorial Hospital on college 
premises. With the involvement of our students, 
teachers and parents, we were able to collect 51 
units of blood. This donation will help in saving 
quite some lives. 

Where the nation is facing grave problems 
like female foeticide, we at Shri T. P. Bhatia 
College encourage women empowerment. One 
major step in this direction is the Rubella 
Vaccination drive which was conducted, under the 
aegis of Rotary Club Kandivli West and Inner 
Wheel Club, Kandivli.

The vaccine safeguards the girls in their 
fertility years from German measles which can 
affect the developing embryo and may lead to 
developmental disorders like blindness or 
sometimes may even cause miscarriage.

The drive, which is a brainchild of                   
Dr. Girish Trivedi, is being organised every year 
since past 5 years, at zero cost to students. This 
year 354 girls were vaccinated with prior 
permission of their parents and guardians. 

This vaccination drive might prove to be a 

boon to our girls as it prevents the risk of German 
Measles for next 20 years, (the major fertility 
period).   

BLOOD DONATION, RUBELLA VACCINATION DRIVE
SHRI T. P. BHATIA COLLEGE OF SCIENCE

Dr’s from Tata memorial hospital 
at the blood donation camp

Staff members donating blood

Rubella vaccination for girls
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 Computers make day to day life easier for 
people. They help us to do tasks quickly and 
communicate with friends and family at the click 
of a button. Computers play a significant role in 
the school system as well. They help students to 
learn more efficiently and help them to do their 
work. Computers offer Internet which help 
students to research the information for their 
projects. Considering this, the computer staff took 
an initiative of organising “Computer Quiz 
Contest” for junior and senior groups”. 
 The junior group was segregated into 

four enthusiastic groups selected from each class. 

The junior group included students from std 5 to 

8. Unique names were given to each team like 

Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla 

Firefox and Opera. In senior group, the teams 

were named as Operating System, Networking, 

E-commerce and Social Media group. This event 
thtook place on 6  of January. The senior group 

included students from the 8, 9 and 10 stds.

 The senior group event was organised by 
Ms. Bhavana Vyas, Ms. Hiral Sachata and 
inaugurated by Ms. Marcilina Kedari our quiz 
judges Mr. Jitendra Tiwari and Ms. Chetna Desai 
were the judges of the competition. The time 
keeper for this event was Mrs. Raziyabi Meer. The 
junior group event was inaugurated by Mrs. 
Bhavana Vyas along with Ms. Payal Desai, Ms. 
Himani Parmar and Mrs. Janhvi Lavekar. The 
quiz masters were Mrs. Raziyabi Meer and Mrs. 
Bhavita Parekh. The presentation was done by 

Ms. Hiral Sachala.
  The junior group quiz had 13 rounds from 
rapid fire to visual rounds. The senior group quiz 
competition consisted of 12 rounds. 
 Both these events had ample of tricky yet 
interesting questions. In the senior group, Social 
Media group was the winner followed by 
Operating System. Team and Networking team 

rdwas at the 3  place. The junior group had a nail 
biting finish where in Opera team emerged as the 

stwinner, 1  runners up was Mozilla Firefox and the 
nd2  runners up was Google Chrome. For both the 

events it was the audience who emerged as the 
winner as these gained but immense knowledge 
about computers without losing anything.
  For junior group, Vice Principal Mr. John 
M. D. awarded the prizes to the winners and Mrs. 
Shaileja Kolte did the honours for the senior 
group. Every one appreciated the efforts of the 
participants irrespective of their results. 
 In our institutions, where there is no dearth 
of role models we have a towering persona of élan 
and grace, our beloved principal Dr. Sangeeta N. 
Srivastava whose wisdom and knowledge of 
every aspect of life is far reaching. Our principal is 
a role model for everyone associated with this 
institution. It is she who initiates such endeavours 
and never fails to inspire each one of us by her 
words. In her address to the students, she asked the 
students to read books, choose their role models 
wisely and follow them to fulfill their dreams. 

SCHOOL COMPUTER QUIZ 
GET UP, GEAR UP
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JUNIOR VIGYASA - SCIENCE QUIZ 

N urturing S cientific A ptitude

Learning Science Beyond Classroom
 Science Quiz Contest was organized with 
the aim to keep the students abreast of current 
scientific development apart from the textbooks in 
an entertaining way. Our Science teachers Mr. 

Lalit Patil, Mr. Mukesh Shah and Mrs. Nivedita 

Shukla of The Kandivli Education Society's 

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel Vividhlaxi Vidyalaya, 

Kandivali (W) conducted the quiz.  

 In the finals there were four teams which 
had qualified after the elimination rounds. The 
teams were named after endangered animal 
species like (Snow Leopard, One horned 
Rhinoceros, Asiatic Lion and Royal Bengal 
Tiger). Each group had students from Std 5 to 8.

 The quiz contest was inaugurated by Vice 

Principal  Mr.  John M. D.  There was a 

presentation giving a glimpse of the past years of 

science quiz. The science quiz comprised of 14 

rounds such as General Science, Scientic 

Discoveries, Maths in Science, Chemical Symbols 

and Formulae, Medical Field, 

Audio - Visuals etc. The judges for 

the quiz were Ms. Jasjitkaur, Mrs. 

Jayshree Bhatt and Mrs. Razia. 

Apart from the participants, the 

a u d i e n c e  w e r e  a l s o  a s k e d 

question and given prizes. 

During the quiz numerous scientic videos were 

shown.

 Royal Bengal Tiger team bagged the rst 

prize with 80 points followed by the Snow 

Leopard with 75 points. The winning teams were 

awarded trophies and certicates as a token of 

appreciation. The runner-up teams were given 

participation certicates. Overall the quiz was 

entertaining, informative and educative. 

SCIENCE IS A JOURNEY FROM FAITH TO CURIOSITY
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 The Kandivli Education Society's Shri T. P. Bhatia 
College of Science is known for providing holistic 
development to its students. 'Vigyasa - The Science Fest', a 
three day event, had interactive sessions with a physicist, a 
naturalist, a two day robotics  workshop and a wildlife 
photography exhibition.
 The fest began with a Robotics Workshop for the 
students conducted by a five member team headed by our 
ex-students Viral Shah and Ruchit Makwana. The event 
received an overwhelming response with participation of 
twenty teams. The participants had hands on experience in 
soldering, using infra red sensors, mounting and aligning 
of sensors for maximum efficiency of a robot.
 The second day of Vigyasa began with Mr. Isaac 
Kehimkar, from BNHS popularly known as 'The Butterfly 
Man of India'. He took the audience on a journey across 
India through a presentation on the various flora and fauna 
of the country. He shared some unknown facts about some 
butterflies, like the reason they appear colourful is because 
of scattering of light on their scales. He explained that gene 
pool found in the wild, acts as a backup for human life. 
 The second half of the day was a proud moment for 
all TP Bhatians as the session 'Grow with Honey Bees' was 
conducted by our alumni Ms. Sarab Matharu. She is guided 
by the desire to spread happiness, love and health and to 
rekindle the connect with nature. She brought home the 
importance of honey bees in human life and urged 
everyone to grow more plants and save honey bees. 
 The concluding day of Vigyasa had in schedule the 
most awaited interschool quiz. The event began with 
lighting of the lamp by Principal Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava, 
Vice Principal Sri Shailendra Gupta, and Supervisor               
Sri Krishna Kumar followed by the indigenous 

VIGYASA-THE SCIENCE FEST SHRI T. P. BHATIA COLLEGE

COVERAGE THAT COUNTS THE MOST

Students interacting with guest speakers.

Wild life photography exhibition ISSAC 
Kehimkar & Principal Dr. Sangeeta N. Srivastava

Sarab Matharu explaining the importance of bees
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'Shikhar Song' sung by our students. 
 The occasion was graced by the trustees of 
‘The Kandivli Education Society’ Sri Mahesh D. 
Chandarana, Sri Rajnikant D. Ghelani, Sri Vinod 
Vora and other distinguished dignitaries. Principal 
Madam extended a warm welcome to all the 
participants and accompanying teachers, Dyu 
D'Cunha the famous quiz Master and the guests. 
She went down the memory lane listing the 
activities conducted over the years to promote 
scientific temper among the students. Trustee Sri 
M. D. Chandrana suggested having an intrastate 
quiz the next year.
 The quiz began with the preliminary 
written round for the 29 participating teams from 
different colleges across Mumbai. Six finalist 
teams were Sathaye College, Rustomjee 
International, Thakur Vidya Mandir, AVV Patel, 
D R Vyas and Mithbai College.
 The six round quiz was based on the 
‘Demonetisation’ theme inclusive of audio visual 
and buzzer round. The fifth round proved to be a 
game changer as four teams were eliminated and 
Mithibai College was placed as the second 
runners up team. The final tussle was between 

Rustomjee International and Thakur Vidya 
Mandir where Rustomjee International emerged 
as first runners up  and Thakur Vidya Mandir as 
the winners of the Vigyasa quiz. The winning 
teams were given cash prizes of Rs. 10000, Rs. 
7000 and Rs. 5000 respectively along with an 
appreciation certificate and trophy.
 The fest proved true to its motto and lit the 
lamp of curiosity in the young minds promising to 
be back next year, with a bigger and better version 
of itself. 

Vice Principal Sri Shailendra Gupta 
welcoming the trustees.

Teams at Vigyasa Quiz in the final round

The winning teams with the Chief Guest, Principal & Vice Principal
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thThe 6  season of three day  'Vigyasa - The 
thScience Fest' started on 8  December. The fest 

began with a Robotics workshop for the students. 

The workshop was conducted by a team of six 

students from K. J. Somaiya College of 

Engineering. The team was headed by our ex-

students Viral Shah and Ruchit Makwana. The 

session began with lighting of the lamp by Vice-

Principal Sri. Shailendra Gupta and Supervisor 

Sri Krishna Kumar and the trainer team 

accompanied with solemn chant of shlokas by our 

student Drashti. Vice Principal briefed the 

students about the workshop that would span over 

two days and constituted of two levels. He 

emphasised that purpose of Vigyasa would be 

fulfilled if the lamp of 'Zigyasa' is lit in the hearts 

of the students and they work to give back to the 

society in future.

The first day of the session was the first 

level where students learnt about different types of 

robots, its spare parts and constructions. The next 

step was assembling the bots. The students 

thoroughly enjoyed connecting the circuits, 

soldering and fitting of sensors and the mother 

board. The pinnacle of the workshop was reached 

when the bots had to race. Students were thrilled 

to see their bots come to life and move to the 

finishing line. Their skills and knowledge was 

tested and they successfully proved their 

excellence. Top two teams clocking minimum 

time in assembly were awarded prizes. 

The workshop was unique, innovative and 

provided first hand experience to students. The 

team was highly appreciated for their helpful and 

patient nature.  

ROBOTICS WORKSHOP SHRI T. P. BHATIA COLLEGE OF SCIENCE

INNOVATION ONLY SURVIVES IN IDEAS

Students in the Electronics Lab 
assembling the robots
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THE FOURTH ESTATE
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SCHOOL TECHNO FAIR
SCIENCE IS KNOWLEDGE
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SCHOOL TECHNO FAIR
WISDOM IS LIFE
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  The Kandivli Education Society has a 
tradition of acknowledging  the contribution of its 
teachers in its growth. This year 'Sadbhavna 
Diwas' which was a musical gift to the staff 

rdmembers from the trustees was celebrated on 3  
September to mark the teacher's day in the 
auditorium. Like every year, the honourable 
trustee members added a personal touch to the 
programme by presenting a rose bud and 
chocolates to the staff members as a welcome 
gesture. The programme began with the lighting of 
the lamp by the guest of honour Sri Dinkar Joshi, 
chief guest Sri Nagindas Sanghvi, ex. Vice 
Principal of Mithibhai College and a freelance 
journalist, Sri Satish Dattani, President KES,               
Sri Mahesh Shah, trustee member KES, and 
Principals of all the institutions of Kandivli 
Education Society, in accompaniment of a prayer 
song.
 The trustee members took this opportunity 
to honour the retired teachers of the current year 
along with the chief guest, Principals of the various 
institutions of KES with a shawl, bouquet of 
flowers and a 'Shriphal'.
 The dignitaries on the dais unanimously in 
their speech stressed upon the importance of a 
teacher in a person's life. In the words of Sri 
Sanghvi, the chief guest, “teacher is like a pole star, 
a lamp that guides and shows the path….” 
Principal Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava in her speech 

stressed upon the need of moving with the 
changing times specially as a teacher because we 
are living in an information age where information 
is available on the fingertips. She further added 
that, the responsibility of reaching out to students 
to provide right information lies on the shoulders 
of a teacher. Sri Dinkar bhai quoted Chanakya, 
saying 'a teacher can never be ordinary'. Sri 
Mahesh Shah aptly compared KES to a huge 
banyan tree, the tree of enlightenment, where 
trustees are the strong roots, principals the huge 
trunk and teachers and students as branches and 
leaves of the tree. 
 The valuable speeches were followed by 
the fabulous musical programme based on 
classical music. The hosts of the programme also 
provided with some interesting information related 
to music therapy i.e. effect of various 'ragas' on our 
physical well being. Principal Madam's rendition 
of a melodious song in her sweet voice was a 
cherry on the cake.
 The lunch was a spread of wide varieties of 
traditional delicacies along with special 
arrangements for those who were fasting. 
 The day was a wonderful mix of fun and 
frolic, honour and enlightenment which boosted 
everyone with a new energy and commitment to 
continue with the good work of all these years. 

thKES’ TEACHERS DAY CELEBRATION 5  Sep 2017

Teachers shaking a leg on the stage

An able administrator and melodious singer
Principal Dr. Sangeeta N. Srivastava
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 The traditional folk dance of Gujarat, Garba, stands for life and 
energy and is performed throughout the nine nights of Navratri. As it 
has a symbolic connection to the youth, it has always occupied a 
special place in the hearts of T P Bhatians. Like every year, the most-

thawaited 6  Garba Night was celebrated at KES’ grounds on the 
melodious tunes of Sri Nilesh Thakkar’s troupe ‘Saaz-The Beats’.
 The event began by prayers invoking Goddess Jagdamba. The 
aarti was performed by Principal Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava, members of 
the staff and students. Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava in her address said “Garba is the most colourful form of dance 
and this event is aimed at keeping alive the spirit of culture and heritage in the hearts of today’s youth.”
 The crowd was dressed in embroidered kedias, chaniya cholis, caps and turbans with mirror work 
that reflected the vibrancy, atmosphere of spirit and vivacious mood. Mr. Nilesh Thakkar began with the live 
rendition of his yet to be released song ‘Saasu’ and ‘Jo Bol’ and everyone danced in swirls and synchronized 
movements with hands clapping in rhythm.
 The event was graced by noted dignitaries like public 
prosecutor of the famous ‘Abu Jindal Case’ Mr. Bagade, Dr. Sanjeev 
Maniar, Dr. Girish Trivedi, Dr. Pandey and renowned ophthalmologist 
and social worker, Dr. Shyam Agarwal.
 The programme ended with the prize distribution ceremony 
where students, staff members and groups bagged prizes for best 
dance, best costume and best energy level. The Vice Principal, Sri 
Shailendra Gupta thanked the management body, teachers and 
students for making the event a grand success and was grateful to the 
management of ‘The Kandivli Education Society’ and Principal for 
being extremely supportive.

GARBA NIGHT

NIGHT WITH A KNIGHT

The mandir in all it heavenly glory

An aerial view of the KES
grounds on Garba day. Beginning of Garba night with maha arti by the TPB family

The mandir in all it heavenly glory

Welcoming floral Rangoli
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thGARBA NIGHT - 29  Sept. 2016 
TINY MOMENTS, BIG PICTURE
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ndGARBA NIGHT - 2  Oct. 2017
Chief Guest : Vikas Mahante, Actor   
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ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATION
THEME : 'कल का �वणकुमार... आज के दौर म�...'  
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ANNUAL DAY CELEBRATION
THEME : ‘�यं... Discover the light within  
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SCHOOL FIELD TRIP KERALA

Travelling is a time when people relax, 
reect and ponder. After a pleasant travel, we 
return home with a fresh outlook, new zeal and a 
better determination. Keeping this intention, the 
educational trip for 2016-2017 was scheduled to 

th thKerala from 7  Jan to 12  Jan, 2017.

 The tour was personally supervised 
under the procient leadership of our Principal 
Dr. Sangeeta N. Srivastava, who was round the 
clock monitoring activities in the tour. In all 103 
students and 10 teachers packed their bags to 
experience South India's most beautiful state. 
These young backpackers began their journey on 

th7  Jan, 2017 and arrived back to their hometown 
thon 13  Jan, 2017, with bags full of pleasant 

memories that they'll cherish for the rest of their 
lives.

 Proceeding to God's own country, the 
rst day was  spent in the train journey and the 
students enjoyed it. Students had loads of 
enthusiasm to discover the nature. Next day was 
thrilling as we checked in to the hotel, which had 
beautiful rooms. Students relished the boating 
and sunset at Marine Drive, a picturesque 
promenade in Kochi. They visited St. Francis 
Church and Chinese shing nets the 
other day en-route to Munnar. They 
also got an opportunity to visit a Tea 
garden, factory and Mattupetty 
Dam. Kerala is  known for its 
backwaters, mountains, coconuts 
and spices. A mountain holiday is an 
opportunity for rejuvenation. The 
tributaries, unique back waters, 
lagoons and numerous small islands 
provided much scenic attraction to  

students. 

 The beauty of Munnar cannot be just 
written or explained, it has to be experienced. The 
Tata Tea Museum is a tting tribute to the efforts 
put in by the initial tea planters in transforming 
one of the most popular hill station and epicenter 
of tea trade in Kerala.

 The day four of this fabulous trip was to 
visit Echo-Point. That day students shopped for 
various things with the help of teachers who 
accompanied them. A camp-re was arranged for 
the students in Munnar.

 Along with this trip, they took home 
bundles of memories to cherish and a true spirit 
to face the world alone! A small step of theirs in 
this big world.    

WORLD IS A BOOK, TRAVEL AND READ
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         With a view to develop good citizenship 
through an acquaintance of culture, environment 
and history of various places and people; an 
educational trip was organized by S. V. P. V. 
Vidyalaya’ to Hyderabad. Our Principal                   
Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava believes that educational 
trip is one of the activities that ignites the students' 
curiosity to learn more.
         Our journey to Hyderabad started on 30th 
Dec, 2017. The students were told to report to 
school in the morning. The atmosphere was filled 
with happiness and excitement to explore a new 
place and study new things. We reached Dadar 
railway station to board our train for Hyderabad. 
After boarding the train, all the students enjoyed 
the journey by singing songs and playing games, 
thus, making a boring train journey the most 
enthusiastic one. Later everyone had their lunch 
and dinner and spent overnight in the train. The 
next morning, we reached Hyderabad and were 
taken to the hotel by bus. After the breakfast and 
lunch, we headed towards the Nehru Zoological 
park. There we got an opportunity to see the 
various species of animals like the foxes, lions, 
gazelles, falcons, ostriches, macaw parrots, etc. 
After spending a quality time at the zoo, we turned 
our way towards the Golconda fort. The visit was 
followed by the light and sound show which was 
not only mesmerizing and beautiful but also 
informative as it gave us information about the 
history of the fort. After all these visits, we 
returned to the hotel and had our dinner. As it was 

stthe 31  of December, a New Year party was 

organized. Everyone enjoyed to the fullest. A 
beautiful new year started with our teachers and 
friends. The next day was the most exciting day as 
we visited the largest studio complex in the world, 
Ramoji film city. After reaching there we were 
taken on a tour of the studio complex in a bus and a 
guide gave us information about the making of the 
film city, the founder, the area, etc. We saw various 
locations and sets like railway station, the jail, 
huge bungalows which seemed so real but 
actually were just sets made with cardboards and 
wood. Later we were taken to the sets of the movie 
Bahubali. After seeing the sets, we were taken to 
the bird sanctuary, the Bonsai garden and the 
butterfly garden, where we were able to see some 
rare species of birds and butterflies. By evening 
the carnival started and we were allowed to enjoy 
big and amusing rides. A music show was also 
organised. We returned to the hotel at night after 

ndthe carnival. The next day on January 2 , we 
started our day by visiting the Hussain Sagar lake. 
There we visited the monolithic Buddha statue 
which is the world's tallest monolith. After that we 
visited the Snow World theme park and enjoyed 
playing in the snow. Then we had our lunch and 
visited the Salarjung Museum where we got to see 
various royal and old artefacts like old weapons, 
sculptures, etc. After visiting the Salarjung 
Museum, we went to Charminar and later we were 
given time for shopping. By evening we headed 
towards the Secundrabad railway station to board 
our train for Mumbai. We had our dinner and spent 

Educational Excursion to Hyderabad -  
A Tarriance at the ‘City of Pearls’
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overnight in train. The next morning, we reached 
Mumbai and by afternoon we reached our school 
safely.
 In words of the students, the journey was a 
dream come true. They were appreciative of the 
teachers’ caring and friendly nature that they never 
missed their parents during the trip. They were 
happy to get the opportunity to visit new places and 
acquire knowledge beyond their text books. They 
were thankful to the school for not only providing 
them this opportunity but also helping many of them 
financially for this trip. They realized how this trip 
helped them to learn being independent for their day 
to day life which would help them in future. The 
journey was a mix of knowledge, enthusiasm, 
enjoyment, fun, values and culture which will  
always be a part of students cherished memories.     

Educational Excursion to Hyderabad -  
A Tarriance at the ‘City of Pearls’
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nd thUSA Trip West Coast 2  May to 12  May 2018

 10 students of 11 Std alongwith teacher 
Richa Mittal and other 88 students from several 
schools of Mumbai and Thane with their teachers 
and Principals went to USA. The tour war 
organized by Team Adventure lead by Shahrukh 
Shroff. Every one boarded an Emirates flight to 

ndSan Francisco via Dubai on 2  May 2018 early 
morning with 4 boys, 6 girls and teacher Richa of 
Sri T. P. Bhatia college of Science. 
 After 3 hour changeover at Dubai, the 
bunch of globetrotters reached San Francisco 
after a 16 hour flight at 3 pm local time. They 
straightaway boarded a bus and visited the Twin 
Peaks, Golden Gate and chocolate factory 
Gheradelli. All were excited to witness the 
chocolate making process and bought plenty of 
chocolates from there. Then they had a 
satisfactory meal at Hotel Holiday inn and were 
happy to lie down and straighten their backs after 
almost 35 hours.

rd On the morning of 3  May they set off for 
Stanford university visit. They were amazed to 
see the expanses, the awesome church, the 
museum, the library and the several buildings of 
Stanford. Then after a subway lunch, they 
proceeded towards the Google campus at Silicon 
Valley. They were given a presentation of all the 

activities of Google. Several questions were put 
up by them and our students also asked many 
questions. After this they went to the office of Intel 
Corp. The entire building is eco friendly. They 
were shown presentations on processes of making 
silicon chips that are manufactured in a clean 
room which is hundred times cleaner than a 
normal clean room. This was very educational. In 
the end they went to the Facebook campus where 
students got to click pictures with the famous 
icons of Facebook. Then they proceeded for an 
Indian restaurant.
 Next day morning, they boarded bus for a 
city tour. And the first place was the fishermen’s 
wharf at Pier 39, where they saw the sea lions and 
their activities. Then they visited the  palace of 
fine arts which was a beautiful sight with a small 
lake and green surroundings. The city looked very 
beautiful and different than any other place they 
had visited so far. The steep roads on hills, cars 
parked on steep hills beautiful houses with old 
trams. The hills and houses on them was the most 
mesmerizing and the Bay Area with fishing 
vessels was a sight to remember. After the city 
downtown tour they proceeded to the airport for 
their flight to Los Angeles. They went for dinner at 
Golden Corral that had more than 120 dishes    

FROM HOW TO WOW !
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and 25 desserts which left the students spoiled for 
choice. Mr. Shahrukh, one of the tour operator 
help the students to discover and enjoy the new 
varieties of desert served.    

th On 5  of May students had a late morning 
after 4 days. Students were very excited to visit 
the universal studios. They spent the whole day 
at Universal. Among the rides, favourite among 
the students were Harry Potter, Transformers, 
The dead man walking, Mummy Returns, 
Jurassic Park, Special effects show of Hollywood, 
show with dogs, cats and birds and the 3D 
Virtual Studio Tour. The place was very crowded 
being Saturday but all had great fun together. 
Evening they went for Indian dinner at Yellow 
Chilli near the Hotel Raddison Suites. 

t h 6  M a y  m o r n i n g ,  t h e y  v i s i t e d 
Hollywood, Walk of Fame, where on the 
footpaths the names of famous actors/radio 
a r t i s t s / T V  s t a r s / s i n g e r s  a n d  t h e a t e r 
personalities’ were written in golden letters in a 
star pattern. Dolby theatre where Oscar awards 
are held every February, and were thrilled to nd 
the movie, ‘Gandhi’ 1982 on the pillar where 
every years best lm name is written since 1962 

till date.

 They saw the famous logo Hollywood 
written on the hill. Each letter of the logo 
measures 50 ft in height and 40 ft in width. Then 
they visited the famous Beverly Hills where all 
rich and famous live. They were surprised to 
learn that there were neither any name plates on 
the houses of these famous people and 
Hollywood celebrities nor any security guards to 
mind their lavish homes. It is because the police is 
so efcient that there is no need of personal 
security guards. In emergency  the police could 
arrive in 3 minutes. They also saw the jail and 
were told that the judiciary is so powerful that no 
one can get around by bribing, no matter how 
rich and famous you are. They clicked pictures 
and went to see the Chinese theater which which 
premiers all the Hollywood movies. In front of 
the theatre there is an area on the oor that has the 
hand and footprints with name and date of these 
lm stars in cement. They clicked pictures with 
Micheal Jackson handprints. They also got to 
shop in this area. 

nd thUSATrip West Coast 2  May to 12  May 2018
FROM HOW TO WOW !
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 Thereafter they proceeded to have Indian 
lunch and then a bus journey to Las Vegas. They 
stopped on the way at a factory outlet mall. 

 Reaching Las Vegas, they went to 
Chipotle for a Mexican dinner and then checked 
into Hampton Hilton hotel. 

th 7  May started with a visit to the wonder of 
the world Grand Canyon at 9 am. On the way they 
stopped at the Hoover Dam and then visited the 
three points at Grand Canyon: The Ranch, where 
there was a cowboy movie set and horses. The 
Eagle point where they went for the amazing 
Skywalk that has glass floor over the deep 
canyons. It was a breathtaking experience for all. 
Here they were served the American lunch of 
sandwiches. Then they went for the third point 
called Guaca point. All clicked memorable and 
panoramic pictures here. Coming back to Las 
Vegas they went on a city tour with guides and all 
were dumbfounded by the evening beauty of the 
city. After clicking pictures they went inside the 
seven star Hotel Bellagio which houses beautiful 
indoors of flowers and ceiling lanterns. They saw 
a fountain show, chocolate fountain and then back 
to dinner at Indian restaurant Kabob. There was a 
surprise for all as they had a fabulous DJ dancing 
to wrap up the evening at Las Vegas.

th 8  May early morning at 5:30 the group 
proceeded towards the airport of Orlando with 
packed breakfast. It was a long flight via Atlanta. 

 Students were noticing the difference 
regarding traffic rules followed, cleanliness, no 
honking, clean restrooms, garbage segregation, 
greenery around, no pollution and civic sense of 
people.

 The Principal conducted a session for 
discussion of three points - What did you like the 
most? What you did not like and What do you 
carry back home. The discussion was very 
interesting and students discussed in detail. The 
session was recorded and was shared with the 
parents. 

nd thUSATrip West Coast 2  May to 12  May 2018
FROM HOW TO WOW !
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INDEPENDENCE DAY 

Independence Day has a great importance 
thfor every Indian. 15  August reminds us that 

freedom is sacred and hard earned. To 
thcommemorate 15  August, the fraternity of ‘The 

Kandivli Education Society’ gathered on the 

college ground at 8 a.m. to remember and pay 

homage to the great leaders and patriots, who have 

sacrificed their lives for Mother India. The 

programme began with a parade by NCC Cadets, 

Scouts and Guides, RSP and NSS Contingents, on 

the melodious tunes of School Band, under the 

leadership of parade commander, Yash Patel.

Chief Guest Col. Gurmeet Singh Sandhu 

and Col. J. C. Barshilia, unfurled the tricolour flag 

and all in unison sang the National Anthem. 

Principal Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava, in her address 

reminded us that challenges and hurdles are to be 

over come to actualise and accomplish the 

coveted dream of a developed and prosperous 

India. She also appealed to the students to spread 

knowledge and skills that they have mastered in 

college and school through technical and 

vocational subjects like Plumbing, Electrical 

Maintenance etc. Many elite trustee members 

were present and they all emphasized that time 

management is the key for sucess. 

TRICOLOR : MY COLOUR
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Saluting the tricolour and the sovereignty 
of our constitution, the members of ‘The Kandivli 
Education Society’ celebrated Republic Day with 
great splendour and enthusiasm.

The celebrations began with hoisting of 
the flag by Padmashri Sri Kranti Shah, a Founder 
Director and Managing Trustee of The ‘Yuvak 
Biradari’, India. It was followed by recitation of 
flag song and followed by oath. There was 
brilliant march past by the National Cadet Corps, 
RSP, Scouts and Guides. Our melody makers, The 
Band Troupe, mesmerised the crowd with their 
synchronised symphony and melodious music. 

The Chief Guest for the day was Mr. 
Bharat Vyas, Dy. Charity Commissioner, Govt. of  
Maharashtra, Mumbai.

A  beautiful display of Indian culture and 
traditions was presented by more than 700 
students in form of music, drama and skits that 

included thumri, bhajans, duets, kawwalis, gazals 
etc.

Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava, Principal of Shri 
T. P. Bhatia Junior College of Science and 
SVPVV School, the perennial source of 
inspiration, stressed on importance of duties than 
claiming of rights and also reminded pupils about 
the significance of values like cleanliness, 
compassion, culture, respect, through her poem, 
'Kaise Chhut Gaye Hum Pichhe'.

P r e s i d e n t  R a n j a n a b e n  P e t h a n i 
congratulated one and all on this solemn occasion 
and Padmashri Kranti Shah compared his 
experience of the day to that of being on Rajpath, 
Delhi, witnessing the glory of the National 
celebration of the Republic day on KES grounds.

Prizes were distributed by the chief guest 
to the achievers of NCC, RSP, Scouts and Guides 
and the School Band students.

REPUBLIC DAY 
HAPPINESS UNBOUND
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१५ ऑ�ोबर २०१७ हा िदवस स. व. प. �व. �व�ालया 
साठी एक मोठा। सोहळा होतो. शाळेचा �य �ंदन �णज े
'�ंथालय' �ा नवीन  �ंथालयाचे उ�ाटन आ�ी भारत र� माजी 
रा�पती डॉ. ए. पी. ज.े  अ�ल कलाम �ंा�ा जंयती�ा िदवशी ु�
�णजचे  १५ ऑ�ोबर हा िदवस 'वाचन िदन' �णनू साजरा 
केला. 

आम�ा शाळेचे माननीय सं�ापक सभापती                  
�ी. स�तश द�ानी सर, उपसभापती �ी. �वनोद वोरा, स�चव            
�ी. एम. िड. चंदाराणा, संयवुत स�चव �ी. आर. िड. गेलानी, 
कोषा�� �ी. न�वन संपत �ा संवॉनी डॉ. ए. पी. ज.े अ�ल ु
कलाम �ा�ा �वषयी उपय�ु मािहती िदली व �ंथालयाचे 
मह�ही सा�ंगतले. सं�ापकानी घेतले�ा पुढाकारामुळे 
उमदेमुळे उपयोगी असे नवीन �ंथालय मुला ंसाठी तयार झाले. 
नवीन लाकडी कपाटे, लखलखीत िद�ाचंा �काश आ�ण भरपूर 
पंखे या�ंामुळे पूण � �ंथालयात खेळती हवा राहत.े वाचा�ासाठी 
ज ेपोषक वातावरण हवे तसे वातावरण आम�ा सं�नेे क�न 
िदले आह.े  �व�वध भाषेतील अनेक �वषयावर आधा�रत अशी 

ंमु�  गो�ीची आ�ण संदभाच� ी पु�के घे�ासाठी सं�नेे मु� 
ह�ाने खच� केला आह े आ�ण करत आहते . तसेच ज ेकाही लेखन 

ंसाम�ी �ंथालया साठी आव�क आह े त े सव� पुरवलो जात.े 
��ेक मुलाला बसून वाच�ासाठी खू�ा � आहते . अ�ा �कारे 
सव� सुखसोयीने स� असे आमचे �ंथालय आह.े  

आम�ा शाळे�ा मु�ा�ा�पका डॉ. संगीता 
�ीवा�व �ानंी मुलानंा व �श�कानंा �ंथालयाची उपय�ुता व 

़��ेक शाळेसाठी �ंथालय िकती आव�क असत े ह े पटवनू िदले 
तसेच �र�चत क�वता �ानंी वाचुन दाख�वली. मुंलानी व 
�श�कानंी सुदधा आप�ा �र�चत क�वता व गो�ी वाचुन 
दाखव�ा मुंलानी पु�के घेऊन वगात�  जावनू वाचले व गो�ी 
वाचून दाखव�ा. व�ृप� वाचले आ�ण डॉ. ए. पी. ज.े अ�ल ु
कलाम �ाचंा लघु�च�पट वगात�  दाखव�ात आला व �ा�ंा 
�वषयी मािहती सा�ंगतली.

 �ंथालयात असत�े ा पु�काचें �दश�न ठेवले होत.े 
अशारीतीने सामा� �ान, �व�ान, तं��ानाने प�रपूण � असलेला 
वाचन िदन मोठया उ�ाहात साजरा केला गेला.

DR. A. P. J. KALAM'S BIRTH ANNIVERSARY
BOOKS AS FRIENDS
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जाग�तक मराठी भाषा िदवस !

जाग�तक मराठी भाषा िदवस �णजचे  मराठी भाषािदन !

 २७ फे�आुरी हा िदवस मराठी सािह�ाचा मानदंड - �व. 
वा. �शखाडकर (�व�ु वामन �शखाडकर) �णजचे  आपले 
लाडके �कुसुमा�ज� याचंा ज� िदवस. हा िदवस आप�ा स. व. 
प. �व. �व�ालयात सव�  �व�ाथ� व �श�कानंी �मळून साजरा 
केला. 

 चारही िदशाचें �वन - पूजन क�न �ा काय��माची 
सु�वात केली. �व�ा�ान� ी 'पोवाडा ' सादर केला. 'जोशपूण'�  
पोवा�ामूळे वातावरण उ��सत झाले. कुसुमा�ज या�ंावर 
आधा�रत “भाषण”े सादर झाली. कुसुम�जा�ंा क�वताचें 
'वाचन', 'गायन' सादर केले गेले. नंतर 'लावणी नृ�' सादर केले 
गेले. लोकसं�गतातनू �व�ा�ान� ी मराठी अ��ता दाखवनू िदली. 
सवाच� ा 'आशा दीप' चेत�वला! 

“लाभंले आ�ास भा�  - बोलतो मराठी 

 जाहलो खरेच ध� - एकतो मराठी 

 धम�, पंथ, जात एक - जागतो मराठी 

 एव�ा जगात माय मानतो - मराठी 

  बोलतो मराठी - एकतो मराठी”

�ा 'मराठी �तुी' गायनानो काय��माची सागंता झाली .

�श�क �ती�नधी   
१. ��या पेणकर 

 २. शशी सुव� 

 ३. सुषमा काबंळे 

४. जय�ी भट

५. न�ता शे�े
ं६. अर�वदसर, स�ंम सर आ�ण मंडळ� 

सहभाग: 
 स.व.प.�व.�व. सव� �व�ाथ� �श�क / �श��का इं�जी 
मा�म व गुजराती मा�मातील �व�ाथ� सहभागी झाले होत े.

�ो�ाहन:  
डॉ. संगीता �ीवा�व (मु�ा�ापक)

�ी. एम. डी. जॉन (उपमु�ा�ापक)
ं�ी. अर�वद पटेल (�नरी�क)

कु. मास��लना केदारी (�नरी�क)

�ी. र�ा धवन (�नरी�क)

�ी. एस�� राम (�नरी�क)

MARATHI DIVAS
मराठी पाऊ� पढते पुढे
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नृ� िह ६४ कलापैंक� असलेली एक कला आह.े  शालेय 
�रावर �व�ा�ाच� े सु� गुणानंा वाव देणारा अशी कला आह.े  िह कला 

ंवैय��क िकवा सामूिहक प�तीने सादर केली जात.े
सरदार व�भभाई पटेल �व�वधल�ी �व�ालय तफ�  

नृ�कलेचे ��श�ण िदले जात.े या ��श�णा अतं ग�त �व�वध नृ� 
�कार �शकवले जातात. �ापैक� लोकनृ� �कार हा �ामु�ाने सादर  
केला जातो. सा�ृं�तक उप�मामं� ेशालेय व आतंरशालेय लोककला 
नृ� �धाच� े आयोजन केले जात.े या �धाम� � ेसहभागी होऊन सतत 
पा�रतो�षके �मळवण ेह े शाळेसाठी अ�भमाना�द आह.े

लोकनृ� कलेचा हा सा�ृं�तक वारसा गेली दहा वष� 
माननीय मु�ा�ा�पका डॉ. सौ. संगीता �ीवा�व आ�ण 
उपमु�ा�ापक �ी. जॉन सर या�ंा माग�दश�नाखाली अखंड चालू 
आह.े

वष�भरात �व�वध नृ��धाम� � े�व�ा�ान� ी  उ�ृ� कला 
सादरीकरण केले. या नृ��धाम� � े ७० �न अ�धक �व�ा�ान� ी 
सहभाग घेतला होता.

शाळा �वेशो�ावासाठी नृ� सादरीकरण कर�ात आले.
“गुजराती िदना�न�म�” जामुनाबाई नरसीमेहता �ूल, 

�वलेपाल� (प). येथ ेआप�ा �व�ा�ान� ी नृ� सादर केले.
“सहशालेय लोकनृ� �धा � - आर प��म �वभाग” अतं ग�त 

झाले�ा लोकनृ� �धत�  लहान गट (५वी  त े७वी) - होली राठवा 
नृ� (गुजरात) यानंा व मोठा गट (८वी त े १०वी) - बधाई नृ� 
(म��देश) यानंा �थम पा�रतो�षक �मळाले.

“सहशालेय लेझीम �धा � - आर प��म �वभाग” या 
अतं ग�त ४० �व�ा�ान� ी सहभाग घेतला होता. छ�पती �शवाजी 
महाराज या�ंा जीवन चरी�ावर केले�ा लेझीम सादरीकरणास 
ि�तीय �माकंाचे पा�रतो�षक �मळाले.

माननीय मु�ा�ा�पका डॉ. सौ. संगीता �ीवा�व या�ंा 
रा�पुर�ार स�ानाथ � सा�ृं�तक उप�माकंअतं ग�त ६० �न अ�धक 
�व�ा�ान� ी नृ� सादर केले.

बालभवन येथ ेझाले�ा एकेरी नृ� �धत�  लहान गटामधनू 
कु. परी पटेल (इय�ा ६वी) हीने सहभाग घेतला होता आ�ण मो�ा 

गटामधनू कु. खूशी झका�रया (इय�ा ८वी) ि�तीय �माकं व कु. ��ा 
काबंळे (इय�ा ९वी) ततृीय �माकं तसेच कु. अ�य पटेल (इय�ा 
१०वी) यास उ�जेनाथ � ि�तीय पा�रतो�षक �मळाले.
 “रा��रीय सहशालेय नृ� �ध � अतं ग�त” झाले�ा 
उप�मात लहान गट (५वी त े७वी) यासं �थम �माकंाचे�रतो�षक 
�मळाले.
 लोकनृ� �धत�  एन. एल. �ूल, मालाड येथ ेलहान गटास 
ि�तीय �माकंाचे पा�रतो�षक �मळाले.
 तसेच �व�वध शालेय उप�माअतंग�त (वा�षक ि�डा 
महो�व, �जास�ाक िदन, वा�षक �हेसंमेलन, आ�ण मराठी िदवस) 
यामं� े३०० �न अ�धक �व�ा�ान� ी सहभाग घेतला होता.

अहवाल लेखन
ं�ी. अर�वद म. जाधव

(न�ृ�श�क)

DANCE REPORT
DANCE IS A CHANCE OF HAPPINESS 
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कला उ�सव 

रा��ीय मा�यिमक िश�ा अिभयान, महारा�� शासन या 

अंतग�त िज�हा �तरावर आिण रा�य �तरावर कला उ�सव                 

२०१६-१७ याचे आयोजन कर�यात आले होते. कला उ�सवाम�ये                 

१. लोकसंगीत २. लोकन�य ३. लोकनाटय ४. ��यकला या चार ृ ्

कला �कारांचा समावेश कर�यात आला होता. 

िज�हा आिण मा�यिमक �तरावर झाले�या कला 

उ�सवाम�ये आयोिजत केले�या (िद. २२ आिण २३ स�ट�बर २०१६) 

चारही कला �काराम�ये आप�या शाळेतफ�  चार संघांनी सहभाग 

घेतला होता. 'लोकसंगीत' या कला�कारात सौ. उमा जोशी आिण 

�ी. अरिवंद जाधव यां�या माग�दश�नाखाली १० मलां�या संघाने ु

“कोळीगीत” सादर केले होते. 'लोकन�य' या कला�कारात                    ृ

�ी. अरिवंद जाधव, सौ. शशी सव� आिण �ी. स�यम गमरे यां�या ु

माग�दश�नाखाली १० मलां�या संघाने “कोळीन�य” ु ृ

सामिहकरी�या सादर केले तसेच 'लोकनाटयाम�ये' डॉ. अंजना ु

गो�वामी यां�या माग�दश�नाखाली ११ मलां�या संघाने “गांधी ु

जीवनावर” लोकनाटय सादर केले आिण ह�तकला या ्

कला�कारात �वाती पणशीकर आिण क. न�ता शेटये यां�या ु ्

माग�दश�नाखाली ६ मलांनी समिहक�र�या “िश�पकला - शाडचा ु ु ू

गणपती” सादर केले होते.

मा�यिमक �तरावर झाले�या या कला उ�सवात 

लोकसंगीत आिण ह�तकला यात सहभागी झाले�या दोनही 

संघांना �थम �मांकाचे पा�रतोिषक िमळाले आिण या संघांना पणे ु

येथे झाले�या िज�हा�तरीय िनवडन आले�या कला उ�सव ू

संघासोबत “रा�य�तरीय कला उ�सवात” आप आप�या कला 

सादर कर�याची संधी �ा� झाली आिण दो�ही संघानी उ�म 

सादरीकरण केले. तसेच लोकन�य आिण लोकनाटय यात ृ ्

सहभाग घेतले�या संघाना ि�तीच �मांकाचे पा�रतोिषक िमळाले.

 कला उ�सवा�या या �वासात आम�या म�या�यािपका ु

डॉ. संगीता �ीवा�तव आिण उपम�या�यापक �ी. एम. डी. जॉन या ु

दोघांचेही माग�दश�न अितशय मोलाचे होते. �यांनी िदले�या 

�ो�साहनामळे आप�या शाळेचे दोन संघ रा�य�तरावर ु

कला�कार सादर क�न आले. या उ�सवामळे िव�ाथ� आिण ु

िश�क दोघांनाही खप काही िशकायला िमळाले. या चारही ू

कला�कारांचे ई-�ोजे�ट सौ. समती मग�श यांनी यांनी तयार केले ु ु

होते. या ई-�ोजे�ट मळे सादरीकरण अिधक सोपे झाले. तसेच सौ. ु

शशी सव�, �ी. �मोद आरोटे, सौ. ि�ती कोटक, सौ. अच�ना शाह ु

आिण सौ. िनवेिदता श�ला यांचेही माग�दश�न आिण सहकाय� ु

िव�ा�या�साठी �ो�साहना�मक ठरले.

Interschool Competition Winners

Dave Abha K., IX-T
Silver Medal

Drawing Competition in
Balbharati High School

Raval Devansh J., VII-H
Silver Medal

Drawing Competition in
Balbharati High School

Shinde Aditi R., IX-H
st1  Prize and 1000 Cash Prize

Poster Competition in 
Holy Angel High School

Dave Gargi P., VIII-H
Bronze Medal

Drawing Competition in
Balbharati High School
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Sr. No. Name

21
Mr. Ketan Patel was trained for IX- Science at B.M.C School Santacruz and IX-Science at St. 
St. Stanislaus High School

22
Ms. Beena Hotkar was trained for Science at St. Stanislaus High School and Maths at Gokhale 
High School, Borivali(W)

23 Mr. Alan D'Souza was trained for IX- English at M.M.M. High School (Vile Parle)

24 Ms. Purvi Naik was trained for History/Political at S.V.P Dahisar (E)., IX-Science at St. 
Stanislaus High School and English at ALP Sailee International Borivali (W)

25 Ms. Bhavana Doshi was trained for Geo/Eco at S.V.P Dahisar (E)

26
Mr. Rajesh Vishwakarma was trained for Hindi at ALP Sailee International Borivali-W and 
Vile Parle-W

27
Mr. Snehansu M. Desai was trained for Arts (drawings) at Oxford Public English School, 
Kandivali (W) and art and self-development Utkarsh Vidyamandir, Malad(W)

28
Ms. Ketki R. Mistry was trained for IX Hindi (Guj) at St. Joseph's High School Juhu, Vile 
Parle (W) and was worked for VIII - Gujrati Reviewer at Balbharti, Pune

29
Mr. Sanjeev Kumar Singh was trained for Maths Mary Immaculate and Agastya 
International Foundation Andhra Pradesh

30
Ms. Dipti H. Rathod was worked for X Guj Reviewer at Balbharti, Pune, was trained for 
Gujarati

31
Ms. Priya K. Penkar was trained for IX- ALP at Dist- Mumbai, Raigad, Palghar, Nashik, Pune 
(State Level) S.P Maintain

32
Ms. Mona R. Naik was trained for English Speaking at Mahatma Gandhi Bandra (E), IX- ALP 
AT Sailee International Borivali (W), IX- Eng at Utkarsh Vidyamandir, Malad and English at 
T.P Bhatia College, Kandivali (W)

33
Mrs. Aarti S. Patil was trained as a resource person for Marathi at Dist. Nashik and IX new 
syllabus for resource

34
thMrs. Rajeshri Patel was trained as a resource person for 9  Std (New Syllabus) at ALP Sailee 

International Borivali (W)

35 Ruby Ghosh was trained for English at ALP Sailee International Borivali (W)

36 Pramod Arote was trained at ALP Sailee International Borivali (W)

37
Jitendra Tiwari was trained for Maths & Science (ALP Training) at Sailee International 
Borivali(W).,  was trained for Mathematics (NCERT) at Bhopal (RIE)

SCHOOL TEACHERS TRAINING
TRAIN THE BEST BRAIN
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Sr. No. Name 

38
Ms Nayna Joshi was trained for selection grade VII- Gujrati Reviewer at Papadi, Vasai and 
Balbharti, Pune

39 Mr Denis Carval was trained for IX- S.S at S.V.P Dahisar (E)

40 Ms Namrata Shetye was trained for Arts at Oxford Public School

41 Ms Swati R. Panshikar was trained for सव� समावे�शत �श�ण at Alexander House, Virar

42
Mrs Mona Naik was trained for Cultural Education and CCRT's Roll at Karthika College, 
Kurla

43
Mrs Sushma Kamble/Komal Sharma was trained for VI- English at Rajada High School, 
Borivali (W)

44
Ms Anjana Parmar and Shaja Khan Miss was trained for VI- S.S at Rajada High School, 
Borivali(W)

45 Ms Pournima Sopan Kokane and Ms Nivedita Shukla was trained for VI- Science at Rajada 
High School, Borivali(W)

46
Mr. Pramod Arote was trained for IX- Marathi (New syllabus) at Thakur High School, 
Thakur Village, Mumbai

SCHOOL STAFF PICNIC

SCHOOL TEACHERS TRAINING
TRAIN THE BEST BRAIN
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COLLEGE IN-SERVICE SENIOR TEACHER’S 
TRAINING PROGRAMME 

Sr. No. Name Subject Training Center

1 Rajesh Singh Physics Bhavans College

2 Swati Randive Physics Bhavans College

3 Anuradha Singh Biology Bhavans College

4 Sunita Rana Biology Bhavans College

5 Sakshi Nanwani Chemistry Bhavans College

6 Ganga Sharma Chemistry Bhavans College

7 Neeta Pramod Maths Bhavans College

8 Manju Chauhan Hindi Jhunjhunwala College

9 Sameer Khasnis English Jhunjhunwala College

10 Shalini Mundra English Jhunjhunwala College
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COLLEGE STAFF PICNIC
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SCIENCE PROJECT AWARDS 
st1. OXYLAR TREE got 1  Prize in Thakur Science Fest for Best working Model.
st2. OXYLAR TREE got 1  Prize in L.R Tiwari College of Engg. for Best project.
nd3. OXYLAR TREE got 2  Prize in R-ward Science Festival.

nd4. FARMER'S ATM (AgroTechnoMachine) got 2  Prize in R-Ward Science Festival.

Team Members:- 

1. Hinal Solanki ,       2.  Hetsi Parekh ,            3.  Vaishnavi Shinde ,      4.  Darshan Dedhia 

5. Prem Tripati Sir  (Project Guide)

OTHER AWARDS 
nd rdRishi Shah got 2  Prize in R-ward level and 3  Prize in Zonal Level for MONOACTING.

rdJigar Shah got 3  Prize in R-Ward level for ELOCUTION.
nd ndSameer Khasnis Teacher got 2  Prize in R-Ward level and 2  Prize in Zonal level for ELOCUTION.

‘R’ WEST WARD SCIENCE EXHIBION
SOME WHERE SOMETHING INCREDIBLE IS WAITING
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SOF Olympiad Toppers

Talwalkar Anushree U. - XI
th7  SOF, International English Olympiad

School Rank - 2, International Rank - 865

Gokhale Shreya A. - XI
th7  SOF, International English Olympiad

School Rank - 1
International Rank - 154

Gandhi Khush P. - XI
th7  SOF, International English Olympiad

School Rank - 3, International Rank - 947
th16  SOF, National Cyber Olympiad

Zonal Rank - 14, International Rank - 307

Modi Naman D. - XII
th19  SOF, National Science Olympiad

Zonal Rank - 20
International Rank - 224

Shettigar Dhananjay B. - XI
th16  SOF, National Cyber Olympiad

Zonal Rank - 8
International Rank - 122

Shah Devansh P. - XII
th16  SOF, National Cyber Olympiad

Zonal Rank - 18, International Rank - 181
th19  SOF, National Science Olympiad

Zonal Rank - 24, International Rank - 247
th10  SOF, National Mathematics Olympiad

Zonal Rank - 21, International Rank - 226

Gupta Mohit S. - XII
th19  SOF, National Science Olympiad

Zonal Rank - 18
International Rank - 213

Shah Devansh P. - XII
th10  SOF, International Mathematics 

Olympiad, Zonal Rank - 18
International Rank - 213

Shah Dhavan A. - XII
th10  SOF, International Mathematics

Olympiad, Zonal Rank - 18
International Rank - 213

SHINING STARS, BRIGHTES THE PATHS
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Kounder Rajeshwari - VIII-I
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

stG/U/17 Yrs. 3km Walk 1  at District Level. 
nd2  played Division Level Selected to State Level

thInter School Sports Cross country D. S. O. 4  Place
at District Level Poisur Gymkhana Mini Marthon

thG/U/14 Yrs. 6  Prize Little Hearts Marathon Race
nd2  Place in Bycycle

Lodariya Saarthak - VIII-K
Inter School D. S. O. 

Prabodhan Kroda Mahotsava 
B/U/14 Yrs. Carrom Athletics 

rd(Long Jump) 3  Place.

Swastik Jayram - V-I
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

Poisur Gymkhana Mini Marthon 
thamong top ten 10  Place G/U/12 Yrs.

 

Sinha Deepanshu D. - X-K
Inter School Hindu Group Competition

Sports Poisur Gymkhan Competition
rd st3  Place B/U/16 Yrs. 1  Place.

Nikita Gupta - IX-J
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

stG/U/17 Yrs. Carrom 1  Place at 
District Level Selected & Division Level.

ndPoinsur Gymkhana Competition 2  Place

Ishan Dhakan - VII-J
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

nd10th Place G/U/14 Yrs. Carrom 2  Place at
District Level Selected & Division Level 

Nandini Mehta - VII-L
Inter School Sports D. S. O.

rdG/U/14 Yrs. Carrom 3  Place at
District Level Selected & Division Level

Sweta Harijan - VII-I
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

stG/U/14 Yrs. Carrom 1  Place at 
District Level Selected &

Division Level.

Khan Mubashshira - VII-H
Inter School D. S. O. Sports G/U/17 Yrs. 

thAthletics Cross Country Inter 6  Place 
at District Level Selected & Division Level.

SCHOOL SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS
SHINING STARS, BRIGHTES THE PATHS
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Sakshi Gupta - IX-I
Inter School D. S. O. Sports G/U/17 Yrs. 

ndCarrom 2  Place at District Level 
Selected & Division Level Poinsur 

stGymkhana Competition 1  Place.

Sarita Arjun - X-I
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

rdG/U/17 Yrs. Carrom 3  Place at 
District Level 

Mansi Waghela - VII-C
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

thG/U/14 Yrs. Carrom 4  Place at District Level
Selected & Division Level

Nishit Unadkat, VIII - B
Inter School D. S. O. Sports Carrom 

stB/U/17 Yrs. 1  Place District Level 
Poisur Gymkhana Competition

 

Umang Majithiya, IX - A
Inter School Sport D. S. O.  Carrom 

stB/U/17 Yrs. 1  Place District Level 
Poisur Gymkhan Competition

Nikita Gupta, IX - J 
Inter School Sports 

stG/U/17 Yrs. Carrom 1  at District Level.
Poinsur Gymkhana Competition 

Sakshi Gupta, X -I
Inter School D. S. O.

rdG/U/17 Yrs. Carrom 3  Place at
District level.

Prachi Joshi - X-T
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

thG/U/17 Yrs. Carrom 4  Place at District Level
Selected Division Level. 

Prit Thakkar, VIII - A
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

ndCarrom B/U/17 Yrs. 2  Place  District Level 
Poisur Gymkhana Competition

SCHOOL SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS
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Patel Ajay, X - I
Inter School Sports D. S. O. B/U/14 Yrs. 

thAthletics & Cricket 4  Place at District Level
Poinsur Gymkhana 100 Mtrs. 3rd Place

ndPrabodhan Krida Mahotsav Long Jump 2  Prize 

Kounder Arvind, IX - J
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

rd3  Place B/U/17 Yrs. District Level 
Athletics Cross country and Cricket Player, 

Kounder Rajeshwari, IX - I
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

stG/U/14 Yrs. 3 Km. Walk 1  Place at 
rdDistrict Level & 3  Place Division Level.

ndLittle Hearts Mini Marathon 2  Place.

Kanojiya Harsh, X - K
Inter School Sports D. S. O. 

B/U/17 Yrs. Athletics 3000 m. Run
rd3  Place at District Level.

Lodhariya Sarthak, IX - K
Inter School D. S. O. Sports 

thLong Jump B/U/17 Yrs. 5  Place District Level 
thSelected for speed star at Pune State Level 4  Place 

Prabodhan Krida Mahotsav 100 Mtrs. Hurdles  

Khan Altaf Ali, X - H
Leadership in Cricket Match for Semi-Final 
in  D. S. O. B/U/17 Yrs. Speed Star selection

Pune State Level Best Cricket Captain

Tisha Nandu  -  IX – J, 
Inter school Sports D. S. O.  Inter School Chess Competition 

thG/U/17 Yrs. 4  Place at District Level. Selected among 700 students in . 

Venue: Lord's Universal College, Goregaon (West), Mumbai. 
th th th  on 10  ,15  & 26 September,2017

SCHOOL SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS
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Anuj Khajanchi
TANG SOO DO
Third place at National Level. U/19 yrs. 
Boys at Delhi., Second place State Level, 
First place District Level and 
First place Divisional Level.

Manasi Bhagane
SQAY
Second place at State Level in 19 yrs. Girls
at Nashik., First place District Level and
First place Division Level. 

Siddhi Kolekar
VOLLEYBALL
Second place at MSSA (Mumbai
School Sports Association)
State Level. 

Omkar A. Nahete
SWIMMING
Third place at State Level 
in  U/19 Boys at Nashik.
First place District  Level 
First place Divisional Level 

Shruti Ganesh
ATHLETICS - JAVELIN THROW 

Second place at District Level in 
19 yrs. Girls at SAI. Kandivli (E).

Anshul Bhosale
CHESS 

Third place at District Level in 19 yrs.
Boys at Universal Loards College Goregaon (W).
and qualified for Division Level.

Sanket Desai - Bowler
CRICKET - D.S.O. , (Best Bowler)

Third place District Level 
Our College Cricket team. 
Qualify for the state 
selection trials 

Mandar More - Captain
CRICKET - D.S.O. 
(All Rounder)

Third place District Level Our College 
Cricket team. Qualify for the state 
selection trials 

Siddesh More
KABADDI - D.S.O.

Our College kabaddi team won the three rounds and
reached in semifinal round.

COLLEGE SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS
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Anuj Khajanchi
SQAY - MATIAL ART

Gold medal in U/19 yrs. Boys District Level.
Silver medal Divisional Level.

Aakash Kawa
WEIGHT LIFTING MALE 
U/19 yrs. Boys
Second place at District Level

Parth Parmar
WEIGHT LIFTING MALE 
U/19 yrs. Boys
Third place at District Level

Manasvi Mewada
WEIGHT LIFTING FEMALE 
U/19 yrs. Girls
First place at District Level and 
Silver Medal at Divisional Level.

Omkar Paradkar
CROSS COUNTRY EVENT
U/19 yrs. Boys

Third place at District Level. 
Seventh place at Division Level.

COLLEGE SPORTS ACHIEVEMENTS
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Felicitated by PARISAR ASHA 
Centre for Educational Research and Training 

Gloria D’Souza Excellence Award - 2017, 
for The Best School Educator 

Award to Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava

डॉ. संगीता �ीवा�व, �ेहसंमेलन - २०१७

ACHIEVEMENTS
of the Principal Dr. Sangeeta N. Srivastava

December 23, 2016
March 16, 2017
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July 7, 2017

August 18, 2017March 8, 2018
June 11, 2016
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�� यिद जीवन जीना ह,ै
�� रहो और मौज करो, 

��ता ही ई�र ह,ै
�� रहो और मौज करो।

कभी ना फ� को कचरा बाहर,
या िफर घर के अदं र,

रखो दो कचरे के िड�े,
एकदम साफ़ और सुंदर।

एक िड�े म� डालो सूखा,
एक िड�े म� गीला,

ऐसे करो अलग अलग तमु ,
कचरा हरा या पीला।

गीले कचरे का उपयोग,
आए बड़ा ही काम,

घर म� सुंदर बाग़ बनाओ,
करो वसूल तमु दाम।

इसी तरह ��ता ह ै बढ़ती, 
सुधरे सेहत हमारी,

�� रहो और मौज करो तमु ,
दर हो हर बीमारी।ू

बहती कलकल मचती हलचल
कभी न �कती �झल�मल हरपल

काश हमारे आस पास भी
ंनिदयो बहती हरपल चंचल

एक समय था ऐसा भी जब
हम भी नदी िकनारे जाते
पानी म� मछ�लया पकड़ते
खूब खेलत ेडुबक� खाते

काश हमारे आस पास भी
ंनिदयो बहती हरपल चंचल

ऐसे समय आ गया अबतो
नदी के रेत पे धपू ह ै पलती
सूख गये ह ै पेड़ पौध ेऔर
हरी भरी धरती ह ै जलती 
काश हमारे आस पास भी

ंनिदयो बहती हरपल चंचल
कल जो करना आज ही करल�
�ूँ टाले उसको हम कल पर

ंहम सपनो को नदी बनाएँ
दर दर ह�रयाली लाएँू ू

िफर सुनहरी बनाये धरती
सोने क� �चिड़या कहलाएँ

चलो हमसभी �ण कर जाएँ
डूबी सासँ मे �ाण भर�गे

ंहरी भरी निदयो के िकनारे
जल होगा जानवर चर�गे

बहगेी हरपल निदया ँचंचल
जल होगा जीवन म� हरपल

 
Creative Ideas for Writing Poems 

 
 

Creative Ideas for Writing Poems 
Poetry Prompts & Poetry Prompts &

Poem by 
Dr. Sangeeta N. Srivastava

��ता और ��ता ंचलो �ाण भर द� न�दयो म�

There are articles / poems written by students after principal’s workshop.
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WORKSHOPS, TRAINING AND ACTIVITIES CONDUCTED BY
DR. SANGEETA SRIVASTAVA FOR STAFF AND STUDENTS

Poetry Workshop ‘UNLOCK the poet within’ for ‘R’ Ward ‘Granth Mahotsav’ Oxford Public School, Zonal Level. 

Poetry Workshop at R. C. Patel High School, Borivali 

At Education Department Granth Mahotsav,
Prince Academy, Andheri (E)

Poetry Workshop at Ram Ratna International School, Bhayandar
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Day-by-day every way

Nature fades away....

What to say?

Cleanliness is next to Godliness

you must keep yourself clean,

your home Clean,

Your surroundings clean,

your classroom and school clean,

so never throw away the waste anywhere.

Always have two dustbins;

one for wet waste and one for dry.

Lets come together to begin,

A society to restore the green.

Let’s keep our atmosphere clean,

To bring the friendly Eco-Scene,

you will be free from all diseases

Clean, clean, clean,

every thing is clean,

and beautiful also.

When we clean,

It look so beautiful,

What ! our country.

Clean, clean, clean

every thing is clean,

and beautiful also.

When we clean,

our self and country,

We will be healthy.

Davda Pooja P.
VIII - D

Aishwarya Murugesh
VIII - L

Rathod Aakash P.
VIII - E

SWATCHHATAA AUR SWASTHATAA
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For healthy Life to live

Clean the surrounding and enjoy it.

Cleanliness is the only God

Clean the surrounding and enjoy it.

Don’t throw the garbage out sides.

or inside the house

Separate the Dustbin into two Parts

And make the Dustbin more beautiful.

In one Dustbin throw dry garbages,

And in another wet garbage

Like this make the garbage separate 

you won’t see here and there garbage.

From the wet garbage,

we can also make the garden

And make the look of your,

house more beautiful.

Cleanliness next to godliness

don’t throw garbage in the house

or outside the house.

Make a two part of garbage

one dry and one wet

from dry we get electricity

and from wet we can make fertile

From wet we get fertility and from fertility

we got our surrounding green

and from dry we get electricity and from

electricity we get our surrounding bright.

Cleanliness next to godliness

don’t throw garbage in the house 

or outside the house

Gupta Sakshi S.
VIII - L

Jilka Archi B.
V - K

SWATCHHATAA AUR SWASTHATAA
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तुझसे जुड़ी �ँ, तुझसा बनना

चा� म� इस बगीयो म� कोई,

और ना भाएँ मुझे ।

मेरा साथ कभी ना छोड़ना,

माली के संग तू ना जाना

तेरी आँचल म� हरकर है ।

मुझे तुझसा �खलना,

तेरी िबिटया न�ी कली

बनेगी तुझसी  फूल की कली

िजसे देखकर सबकी आँखे 

रह�गी धरी की धरी ।
शीतल र. पा�ेय

११ - एम

जाद क� पिड़याुू

माँ तुम मेरे िलए मेरी सबकुछ है ।
 तुम वह रंगीन हो िजसे देखकर मेरी िदन की 
शु�आत होती है ।
 माँ तुम मुझे संभालती हो, सही गलत का फक�   
बताती हो ।
 अगर तुम न होती तो पता नही ंम� कैसे जीती माँ 
अगर मुझ� कभी इ�र िमले तो म� उनसे �ाथ�ना क�ँगी की तुम 
मुझे हर जनम म� माँ के �प म� िमलो ।

तुम मेरी सबकुछ हो माँ । 
आरती झा.

११ - अ

माँ - एक अनोखा �र�ा

ब�� जैसे  साथ खेलती तु,

सखी जैसे बात करती,

मेरी हर एक गलती पर

माँ जैसे समजती, िसखाती ।

�ार  तेरा  इतना गेहरा,

नदी भी लगे बंूद समान ।

साथ हमारा इतना प�ा,

छुटाए, न छुटे,

र�ी, म� धागो ंके समान ।

तेरी एक मु�ुराहत से,

बन जाता मेरा िदन,

न जाने कैसे र�ंगी,

म�, मेरी माँ के िबन । पलक राठोड 
११
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कल सुबह म�ने एक बगीचे,

म� देखा की एक सूय�मुखी,

का फूल बड़ी गहरी नजर

से, पूरे मन से सूय� को

ताके जा रहा था. 

म� सोचने लगा की ऐसा,

लग रहा है की वह फूल

उसके अंतरणत बैठे है ।

और वह सूरजमुखी को फूल

सुरज के साथ आसमान

मैसाथ ही साथ घूम रहा था

जैसे सूय�  धीरे  धीरे  घलता

 जाता वैसे सूय�मुखी का 

फूल घाल जाता.

सरजमखीू ु

कई गुणो ंसे भरा �आ है

सूरजमुखी का फूल ।

दूर दूर तक लहराता है,

ये सूरजमुखी का फूल ।।

सदा एकता मुख ये अपना,

सूरज के ओर ।

पूव� सुबह दोपहर म� दि�ण,

शं�ा पिचम की ओर ।।

िनितन िव�कमा�

११ - एम

गरमी का मिहना है

सूरज सर पर चढ़ा है

लोग इस बात से मायूस है

की सूरज �ँू इतना चढ़ा है ।

एक िदन म�ने एक सूरजमुखी देखा

जो अपनी ही धुन झम रहा थाु

सूरज को देख ते ही

ख़ुशी से झम रहा थाु

रा�ल यादव
११ - एम

सच

सच ही सच बोलना तुम
झठू का राह छोड़ना तुम ।

याद रकना भूलना नही,ं
सच का राह छोड़ना नही ं।

जानो या मानो तुम
सच ही सच बोलना तुम ।

नंदगोपाल मुग�श
७ - एम

जीते� देवासी
११ - एम
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નદી, સિરતા, તરંગીની, નદીની
કંઈ પણ કહો પણ પાણી આપે છે.

બધાની ઈ�છા પૂરી કર,ે હરરોજ વહેતી રહે
પોતે પણ વહેતી, બી�ને પણ વહાવતી

હમેશા સુખી અને શાંત રહેતી
એક જ ઇ�છાથી ફરતી રહેતી
ખાલી અ�વ�છતા ગમતી નહી

આ નાનકડી ઈ�છા સિરતાને મુ�કેલી દેતી

ગીરીવનથી નીકળતી, �યાર ેમનમાં જોયું એક સપનું
જ ેપણ ર�તો મળે તે બનાવી લેવો પોતાનો

હમેશા ધૂન સંભળાવતી બધાની �યારી નદી
ઝરણું બનીને આંખોને વહ�ચી ખુશહાલી

ખારા સાગરમાં મળીને તરંગીનીએ વહ�ચી મીઠાશ

અ�યને �વન દેવું
આ િવચારી પોતાની ખુશી મનાવતી

ખુશી પી. ઠ�ર
૯-મ

મીઠા મધુ ને મીઠા મેહુલા ર ેલોલ
એથી મીઠા નદીના નીર ર.ે...

નદીઓની જોડ સખી ! નહી જડે ર ેલોલ

મેઘના એ �ેમથી વહી રહી ર ેલોલ
જગથી જુદેરી એની �ત ર.ે...

નદીઓની જોડ સખી ! નહી જડે ર ેલોલ

ચોમાસે એના નીર ભયા� ર ેલોલ
તળાવ ને વોકંળા ભરાય ર.ે...

નદીઓની જોડ સખી ! નહી જડે ર ેલોલ

અષાઢે મુશળધાર વરસીયા ર ેલોલ
નીરથી ભરલે એના વહેણ ર.ે...

નદીઓની જોડ સખી ! નહી જડે ર ેલોલ

ગંગાના નીર તો વધે-ઘટે ર ેલોલ
અંતે દિરયામાં મળી �ય ર.ે...

નદીઓની જોડ સખી ! નહી જડે ર ેલોલ

મીત કાિરયા 
૯-મ

નદીઓની જોડ સખી ! નહી જડે ર ેલોલ નદી ને બચાવો

નદી 
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નદી કહે છે મને બચાવો, મને બચાવો
નદી કહે છે પાણી બચાવો, પાણી બચાવો

નદી કહે છે કારખાનાનું ગંદુ પાણી
મારામાં ના નાખો

મને �વ�છ રાખો, �વ�છ રાખો

નદી કહે છે તર�યાને હંુ પાણી આપું
મા�ં �વન પૂ�ં થઈ ર�ું...
મને બચાવો, મને બચાવો

નદી કહે છે નળ ખુ�લા નહી છોડો
નદી કહે છે મને બચાવો, મને બચાવો

નદી કહે છે પાણી બચાવો, પાણી બચાવો

િવશાલ િમ�ી
૯-મ

વહેતી નદી...
�વનનું સ�ય છે.
રા��નું ગૌરવ છે.

�વનની ઓળખ છે.
વહેતી નદી �વનનું સ�ય છે.

ચાવડા નીલમ ચી.
૯ – મ

પવ�તીય જંગલોમાંથી વહે છે જે
આખું �વન વહે જ,ે એનું નામ નદી

ગંગા-જમુના-સર�વતી એવા પિવ� નામ છે જનેા
એવી પિવ� અને શુ� છે, 

                                                      એનું નામ...
વીજળી મળે છે ધોધમાંથી જનેા

ચાલે છે �વનસૃિ� મદદથી જનેી, 
                                                       એનું નામ...

બધા તર�યાઓની તરસ છીપાવતી જે
સુણાવતી ગીત તેની પાસે આવે જટેલા, 

                                                       એનું નામ...
પવ�તીય િપતાથી દૂર થાય છે જે

અને મૃ�યુ ટાણે સાગરને મળે છે જ,ે 
                                                       એનું નામ...

પોતાનું આખું �વન માનવો માટે દેતી જે
અંતે આપણે એને જ મેલી કરી છે, 

                                                       એનું નામ...
આપણે જો મેલી કરી જનેે, બની એ નાળા જવેી

લઈને જતી એ આગળ આ�યજંુ ેઆપણે, 
                                                      એનું નામ...

પાણી, નદી, સાગર નહી બચે અંતે �ોત એવા
એટલા માટે કહે નદી મને બચાવો માનવો,

એનું નામ છે નદી

નદીનદી કહે...

યશ ગણા�ા
૯-મ

નદી... 

વહેતી નદી
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નદીનો શું ચમ�કાર છે,
નદી એ આપણું �વન છે.

બધાંને �વન આપે, હંમેશા ભલું કરે
દરકે દેશનું નદી છે �વન,

કર ેકાય� એ પાવન. 
                                                     નદીનો શું.....

નદી ના રહે તો, સાગર પણ ન મળે,
નદીને હંમેશા રાખો �વ�છ,
નદી એ અમા�ં �વન છે. 

                                                     નદીનો શું.....
નદીનો શું છે આ ચમ�કાર છે,

કરો નદીને સહુ નમ�કાર. 
                                                    નદીનો શું.....

આજ ેનદી ઉદાસ હતી
સૂતી પોતાના પાણીમાં.

ડૂસકંુ છાનું થયું એનું
જયાર ેવાદળનાં ગાભા આ�યા આકાશમાં

મ� નથી જગાડી એને.
ફરી ફરી આ�યો ઘર.ે..

નદી ર ેનદી માતા છે આપણી.

ધરતી ઉપર વહેતી, ડંુગર થી નીચે ઉતરતી.

બધી િદશામાં દેખાતી નદીઓ

                                          નદી ર ેનદી ...........

નદીઓના નામ છે ઘણા.

જમેકે ગંગા, ગોદાવરી, કૃ�ણા, યમુના

કાવેરી, કોયના, નમ�દા, તાપી

બધી સમાયેલી છે અહી આ નદી

                                          નદી ર ેનદી ...........

શંકરની જટામાંથી ઉતરલેી ગંગા

બારમેાસ વહેતી ગંગા

પાણી પૂ�ં પાડતી સૌને ગંગા.

બધા ને પિવ� કરતી ગંગા

                                          નદી ર ેનદી ...........

દાવડા પ�ૂ પ.

૯ – મ

નદીનો ચમ�કાર ેનદી ર નદી

મકવાણા વિનતા ર.
૯ – મ

સોલંકી કરણ સ.
૯ – મ

નદી... 

નદી આજ િબલકુલ ઉદાસ છેે
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જયાર ેહતી હંુ ઝરણું, કહેતી નદીને મૈયા
નદી કહેતી દોડી આવા તું મારા છૈયા

ઝરણું હતી તો નહી કાંઈ ઝંઝટ,
ન  કામ કરવાની ખટપટ !

વહેતો ગયો સમય, વહેતા પાણી સમાન
બની યુવાન હંુ, તરોતા� ને જુવાન.

હવે બની હંુ નદી, મૈયાની જમે
મળું હંુ સમુ�ને રોજ-રોજ કેમ ?

ગંદકી નાંખે મારામાં,
અને પાણી પણ પીવે મા�ં જ

ના કરો તમે આવું,
રાખો �વ�છ મને,

�વ�થ �વન �વો પોતાનું.

ગડગડાટથી બોલી ઉઠયો વરસાદ,
શાને કાજ ેઆવું હંુ તાર ેગામ

નદી કહે આ પૃ�વીના સ�વ
કર ેગંદુ મા�ં પાણી....

ગાય, પશુ ને
કપડા, વાસણ ધોઈ

દુરથી આ�યા સ�વ પીવા મા�ં પાણી
નામ મા�ં ગંગા

વીજળીના ચમકારથી વરસાદ
કહે મા�ં પાણી ઉપયોગી ખેડૂત ને

નદી કહે ચાલો તે માર ેગામ

�દવ િનિધ ર.
૯-મ

નદી કહે ચાલો તે માર ેગામનદી....

નદી... 

જનસં�યા વધતી �ય છે
નદીનો િવકાસ ઘટતો �ય છે

ખેડૂતો મજૂર બનતા �ય છે
કારણ નદીની સં�યા ઘટતી �ય છે

ખેતર ેપાકની જ�યાએ ટાવર દેખાય છે
કારણ નદીની મહતા ઘટતી �ય છે

સમજણ પડે કે આવું કેમ થાય છે ?
તો નદીની ગંદકી ઘટતી �ય

�ભુ પણ લાચાર છે
કારણ કે નદી �પે નીકળેલી નદી

નાળા�પે ફેરવાતી �ય છે

નાણાવટી મૈ�ી ન.
૯-મ

નદી નો િવકાસ ઘટતો �ય છે

ગોિહલ શુભમ શૈ.
૯ – મ
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ડંુગર મેલી
ખેતર  ઝા�યા
ખેતર છોડી

ગામડે જઈ મ�યા
ગામ વધાવી
શહેર ેઉપડયા

કેડી, દંડી, વાટ,
મારગ, મહામારગ, આકરા મારગ થઈ

નીક�યા સાગરને વાટ
હા,

બધાં મારગ થઈ
જગને ઝુલાવી

મળી અહી ંસાગરને આવી

પરમાર િશવાંગી
૯-મ

નદી બચાવો
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Pollution is not the solution,

Let's have that resolution.

We need to bring revolution.

It requires everyone's contribution.

Water is life, it needs conservation,

We have to stop its adulteration.

It requires some Intervention,

Pollution is not the solution.

Air is essential, for human activation, 

Stop releasing gasseous accumulation.

We need to have a strong affirmation,

Pollution is not the solution.

Soil is very crucial, stop its erosion,

It gives us food, we need to have an affiliation,

Mother earth, mother of 

all, needs appreciation.

Pollution is not the solution

Do not have garbage accumulation.

It creates disease and suffocation.

Say no to plastic it needs cessation,

Pollution is not the solution.

Save environment for acceleration,

Future generation will have adoration.

Don't generate aggravation,

Pollution is not the solution.

Anjana Parmar

Teacher - SVPVV

Day by Day we always play

We always play with clay

All friends play and go their way.

They play more in the month of May,

Many friends they do not 

have any ends

Day by Day

We always play!

Tanisha Suthar

VI-I 

POLLUTION

DAY BY DAY
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 I was watching the first episode of TED 

talks India- Nayi Soch. One of the talks inspired 

me and put me into thoughts. Airink- A product 

from Pollution.

 It was like instead of fearing pollution, 

why not use it to create something new and 

productive while reducing it side-by-side? The 

speaker, Mr. Anirudh, along with his team of 

friends and colleagues had invented a machine, a 

filter sort of thing which had to be installed in 

everyone's cars. This filter filtered out all the 

suspended particles from car emissions and only 

pure air was exhausted out. The particles absorbed 

were collected over a period of time, filtered again 

to separate heavy metals and other chemicals to 

obtain pure carbon. This carbon was absolutely 

pure and was used to make black ink named 

Airink. This ink was as normal as our daily black 

ink with the only difference that it created pure air 

for the sake of its production. It can be used by 

everyone and is currently used by artists across 6-

8 countries including India. Artists quoted it as 

much better and long lasting with a perfect black 

color. Wasn't this amazing? It is estimated that 

capturing only 30% of polluted air from vehicular 

emissions could entirely replace ink production 

by Airink.

 I suppose this is what we can do to breathe 

healthier using this idea. We install this air 

purifiers in our vehicles and arrange for a common 

bin in a locality or at a particular place in 

cooperative societies for the suspended waste. 

These bins when filled up can be sent to the 

processing units and Airink can be produced and 

distributed to the beneficiaries.

 We all are aware of the fact that vehicular 

emissions are a leading cause of air pollution. This 

small investment, when started on a smaller scale 

by each one of us, could make us breathe healthier 

and also encourage our artists and young to create 

new art and heritage while preserving the 

ancients.

Saloni Dedhia 
XII A

(Report Committee HOD)

AIRINK- MANUFACTURED FROM AIR POLLUTION
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Ramzan! The most pious month in the 

Islamic calender is the month of social belonging, 

unity, brotherhood and equality in the eyes of 

God. Considered as the purest time in the Islamic 

year, it is the time when the holy Quran was 

revealed. It is the month which consists of the 

“Night of Destiny” (Laylatul Qudr) when the 

Quran was sent. It is said that angels descended 

down on this night. This night is considered to be 

very powerful. It is believed that during this 

month the doors to the paradise are opened and of 

hell are closed and all the devils are chained up.

It is the time to know oneself, to unite 

oneself with the soul and God. It is the time when 

it is mandatory for all muslims to observe fast for 

the whole month. Fasting helps us improve our 

moral and spiritual character as a human being. It 

is an extremely important ritual for a healthy mind 

and body. The purpose of fast is to enhance the 

spirit of sharing and caring and love for humanity 

and God. After experiencing hunger from dawn to 

dusk, people realize how blessed they are to be 

looking forward to delicious meals and realize the 

fate of people who don't even meet both ends’  

meal a day. It creates a sense of compassion for the 

underprivileged. Even though people have less 

for themselves they develop the will to share it, 

whatever little they have.

     Fasting during Ramzan not just means 

deprivation of food, it is an occasion of pursuing 

moral excellence in society. And it is scientifically 

proven that fasting is a great aid for mental and 

physical well being. Hence, it's not just a religious 

notion but scientifically proven healthy practice 

which rejuvenates people at soul level.

Ramzan reminds us a rel igion is 

meaningless or pointless if it does not lead people 

to sharing and caring. It is a religious practice 

during Ramzan to give Zakat that is 2.5% of 

wealth in charity. Also it cultivates love in us, 

because when we observe fast we do it out of deep 

love for God and a person who loves God, truly 

understands what love is and that every individual 

on this earth has the right to be loved and to be 

treated justly.

H. Abdalati says, “ A person who empties 

his stomach of all material things, fills his soul 

with peace and blessings, his heart with love and 

sympathy and his spirit with piety and faith”.  

Also Ramzan gives people a break from their 

everyday tight schedule and provides rare  

EMPOWERMENT THROUGH RAMZAN
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opportunity to think about themselves. It 

helps us forget all the worries bombarded on us in 

our daily life and helps us calm our minds and 

have mental peace.

It is also a great help for students as it gives 

clarity of mind and absence of distractions which 

enhances the focus towards academics. It helps us 

in avoiding waste of time in leisure activities.

Nothing in the world can empower the 

society more than the development of moral 

characters of its members. By observing the moral 

values of holy Quran people can have a better 

social life filled with compassion and forgiveness.

Indeed the purest form of Islam or any 

other religion aims to spread the universal values 

of love for God and love for his fellow human 

beings. Hence, the month of Ramzan greatly 

improves people in all aspects of life from social 

to spiritual. And as a person I feel that even if you 

aren't a Muslim, everyone must observe fast and 

practice charity in this holy month as it will bring 

your body close to your soul. As Mahatma Gandhi 

said: “The essence of all religion is one. Only 

their approaches are different”

Challenges
 Challenges are nothing but just one of the 

bad and good phases of life. Each and every 

person has challenges in their life, some like it, 

while many hate them the most. They make us 

stronger and without them life becomes 

somewhat meaningless because we have nothing 

to compare the good times to.

 These challenges come in many forms. 

For some, the challenge is doing well at school, 

for others it is getting to grips with financial 

worries while for some it is to manage a house in a 

limited amount of money. 

 They build your personality at its best, 

after facing them, you know the worth of life.

 But the people who overcome these 

challenges are the people who have the courage 

and confidence to face them. You must always 

remember that how much ever bad or worst the 

situation is, there is almost always some solution 

for it.
Shubham Parekh
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Oh! What should I do, know not I

For ma wants me to be a doc

And pa wants me to fly

A pilot I don't want to be

Nor a sick person can I see 

Don't leave granma and grandpa behind

For they too have their aspirations for me 

Become an engineer my dear

Or join the navy , just don't fear 

And brother and sister can too join this list 

All their desires gives me fits 

A big 'NO' I want to say 

Let me do what I want, if I may 

Flying with the birds in the sky 

I want to,

Enjoying the beauty of nature, everyday 

Not just one or two 

Wandering in the forests green 

Crossing the mountains seen 

Dreaming about wonderlands 

Passing by the vast grasslands 

With my eyes closed let me dream 

And pen them down 

For this Is what I want 

Write down my feelings , 

explore the beauty of the nature 

And give it to others in platters

Become a poet tells my heart

Will excel in this art

This is my gut feeling

And will give me a sense of being 

And doing what I want to do 

Giving my life a true meaning 

Smruti Menon 

XI-K

LET ME BE-ME
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Environment means our nature 
We should maintain our environment 

By diversity, cleanliness and unity 
So are environmental books 
Green, clean and beautiful 

In environment we have trees, water
Plants and soil etc. 

How can we protect our environment
Not making pollution, keeping clean

Maintaining diversity etc.
These are some ways to protect our environment. 

“ Let's Say”
“ Let's Promise”

We are the people of India 
I am responsible to

Protect my environment 
And I will take care of environment

How you will protect our environment ?
By planting tree like neem, Tulsi, etc... 

We should not tear page from our book because 

pages are made of tree by cutting them.
“ So, Please! 

Don't tear page It will bring nature raze.
This is way of student to save our environment.

ENVIRONMENT 

Smruti Menon 
XI-K

OH! TEACHER 
Whenever I had a drop down,

She lend me her hand 
I would adorn her with a crown

She was her light, 
when it was brown and black.

At times of despair,
She murmured and cared,

and was the only who cheered 
and made me smile and wiped my tears

She just doesn't en trust,
But encourages and believes,

With you, O teacher, 
there is nothing in the world 

That we cannot achieve 
Your caring gestures may have a reason,

With a loving attitude,
You're there for all the seasons,

and you have my gratitude
Thank you teacher for 

being there at times when 
The skies were grey,

Thank you teacher for quelling fear,

When I had to say
No words are enough to let u know 
How much you matter in all ways, 
Till eternity , I thank to the divine

For being blessed by all the 
teachers who make me shine.

Manasvi Mewada
XI
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ટ� ીગં ટ� ીગં, ટ� ીગં ટ� ીગં, ટ� ીગં ટ� ીગં

હૈલો બાળકો, ઓળખો હંુ કોણ? 

હંુ તો છંુ સેલફોન.

હંુ તો છંુ માનવની ખોજ,

એની સાથે રહંુ છંુ રોજ

મારા નંબરથી થતી ઓળખ, 

મને રાખવાથી  થતો હરખ

ઝટપટ વાત કરાવું છંુ, 

તરત સંદેશ પહોચંાડંુ છંુ.

મારી અંદર છે ભય� ભંડાર, 

પણ માનવ પાસે છે બધા અિધકાર

તમને ઈ�ર ેબના�યા, 

અમને માનવે દશા��યા.

માણસનો �િત-ધમ�થી ઉચાટ, 

મારો ઘર-ઘરમાં વસવાટ

�ત�તની રમત ધરાવું, 

બાળકના મનને લલચાવું.

ઉપયોગ મારો થાય ભણતરમાં, 

સફળતા મળે િશ�ણમાં

બધી માિહતી મારી સાથોસાથ, 

રાખે મને સહુ હાથોહાથ

મને કાળ�થી રાખવો, 

સાચવી-સંભાળી મૂકવો.

વષ� સુધી સાથ આપીશ, 

બધી વાતનો �યાલ રાખીશ

કોઈક કહે છે અમને �માટ� , 

માનવે ના�યા એવા પાટ�

ંહંુ તો બધા ગુણ ગાઉ, 

ંબધી ચચા�માં હંુ તો સમાઉ

હેતલ પ. ગો�વામી 

૭ – સી
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જગતથી �યારા મારા પ�પા

�ાં આવી િદવાળી

રમકડાં કપડાં આપે આણી

જગતથી �યારા, મને �યારા, મારા પ�પા

�યાન રાખે સદા મા�ં

મને શીખવે સદા �યા�ં

જગતથી �યારા, મને �યારા, મારા પ�પા

પડખે મારી રહે અડીખમ

�ાન આપે મને નવીનતમ

જગતથી �યારા મને �યારા મારા પ�પા

હંમેશા સાથ મારો આપે

હંમેશા ઉભા હોય મારી સાથે 

જગતથી �યારા, મને �યારા, મારા પ�પા

મારી આંગળી પકડીને મને ઉભા કરનારા

અને મને મેહનતથી ભણાવનારા એજ મારા પ�પા

જગતથી �યારા, મને �યારા, મારા પ�પા

ખુશી અ. મશ�

૭ – ડ

જુઓ કેવા છે ચમકતા સૂરજદાદા

ચકલીઓનો કલબલાટ 

જોવા સવાર,ે �હેલા ઉઠીને નાઈ ધોઈને

માતા િપતાના આશીવા�દ લો

અને દાદા દાદીના પછી પાછા િનશાળે જઈએ

ભણીએ ગણીએ અને રમત કરીએ

આવી ને તો પાછા કપડા બદલાવીએ

અને ભોજન કરીને

પછી ભણવા બેસીએ

ભણી – ગણીને આગળ આવીએ 

માતા િપતાનું નામ ઊચું કરીએ

વષા�બા જ. વાઘેલા

૭ – ડ

સૂરજ ઉ�યો ને આ�યા સૂરજ મામા
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શાળાના �થમ અને અંિતમ િદવસ

શાળાના �થમ અને અંિતમ,

બ�ે િદવસે �દયમાં થાય છે વેદના.

પરંતુ �થમ િદવસની વેદના છે શાળામાં આવવાની,

અંિતમ િદવસની વેદના છે શાળાને છોડવાની.

શાળાના �થમ િદવસે હતા બધાથી અ�ણ,

આજ ેલાગે છે સૌ એક પિરવાર,

િશ�કો લાગે છે વડીલો જવેા,

ને િમ�ો સમ બંધુઓ

શાળાના �થમ િદવસે હતા અને નાદાન

પામીને િશ�કોનું �ાન

બની ગયા છીએ બુિ�માન

શાળા તો છે �ાનનો ભંડાર 

પા�યા િશ�કોનો નેહ અપાર

આ શાળામાં નથી કોઈ અસમાન

મ�યું છે અમને સૌને સ�માન

આ શાળા પર છે અમને અિભમાન,

નહી થવા દઈશું નીયું નામ

સ.વ.પ.િવ. િવ�ાલય છે જનેું નામ

િવરાલી ગડા

૧૦ – બ 

ન જોઈએ આ પરી�ા (આજની પરી�ા પ�ધિત)

હાચ આ પરી�ા, પરી�ા ને પરી�ા મારો તો 

પીછો જ નથી છોડતી હ� તો જૂનમાં શાળા ઉઘડી 

િમ�ો ને મળી, િશ�કોને મળી મારા પુ�તકોને મળી 

હ� તો મારા િમ�ોને, િશ�કોને મારા એ આ�યો અને 

પણેને ઓળખું �યાંતો માચ� યુિનટ ટે�ટ આવી ને ઉભી 

રહી ગઈ. એ પણ અને કિવતા ને ઓળખવાનું બાજુએ 

મૂકી પરી�ાના માપદંડ થી એને માપવા માંડી.

િવ�ાથ� કાળમાં કોઈ અણગમતી વ�તુ હોય 

તો તે પરી�ા ! પરી�ા જમે જમે ન�ક આવતી �ય 

તેમ િવ�ાથ�ને યુ�ધનો સામનો કરવો હોય તેમ તૈયારી 

કરવા માંડે છે. ના ખાવાનું સુઝે કોઈ બી� �વૃિ� જ 

નહી. કેવળ વાંચવું, વાંચવું ને બસ વાંચવું. જરાક 

બહાર નીકળીએ �યાં પ�પાની રાડ પડે “�ાં ચા�યા 

પરી�ા ન�ક આવે છે. વાંચવાનું નથી રખડશે તો 

માક�  �ાંથી આવશે?

આવી પરી�ાનું શું કરવાના? પરી�ા લેવી 

જોઈએ કે નહી તે અંગે જો િવ�ાથ�ઓનો મત લેવામાં 

આવે તો મોટા ભાગના િવ�ાથ� પરી�ા ના હોવી
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જોઈએ તેવો જ મત આપે. આથી આવું લાગે છે કે 

પરી�ા ન હોય તે જ સા�ં !

આટલી મહેનત કરીએ અને ખર ે ટાણે 

યાદશિ� જ દગો દઈ �ય. જરાક ભૂલ પડે અને 

પિરણામ સા�ં ન આવે. શું ભણતર એટલે 

ગોખણપ�ી? અપેિ�ત ��ોના જવાબ ગોખી 

જવાના અને યાદ રહે તેટલું ઠાલવી દેવાનું. આમા �ાન 

કે સા�ં ભણતર �ાં ��ોના જવાબ પણ સાચા લ�યા 

પરંતુ પરી�ામાં આચરાતી ગેરરીિતઓ અને 

ચોરીઓએ માઝા મૂકી છે. લાંચ-�શવતના જોર ેકેક 

િવ�ાથ� સારા ગુણ મેળવે છે અને હોિશયાર િવ�ાથ� 

પાછળ રહી �ય છે. આવી જ રીતે પરી�ા લેવાતી 

હોય તેના કરતાં પરી�ા ના લેવાય તે જ સા�ં.

આજ ેતો ભણતરનો એક મા� �યેય પરી�ા 

પાસ કરવું બની ગયું છે. બુિ� કુશળતા કે આવડત 

કરતાં પરી�ામાં મેળવેલી ટકાવારી ને વધુ મહ�વ 

આપવામાં આવે છે. પરી�ામાં મેળવવાની ટકાવારી 

પાછળ બાળક ગોટી રમવાનું ભૂ�યો, પહેલા નંબર ે

આવવાની હોડમાં �વયંની ઓળખમાં છે�લા નંબર ે

રહયો, નંબર મેળવવાની દોડમાં બુિ� કુશળતાનું �ે� 

�દશ�ન કરવાની હોડ લાગી પણ એમાં તો બાળકની 

આવડત અને એનો આંતિરક િવકાસ �ંધાઇ ગયો. 

પરી�ાનો મા� એક માપદંડ માટે રાખી બાળકના 

સવા�ગી િવકાસ પર શૈ�િણક સં�થાઓ અને વાલીઓ 

�યાન ક�િ�ત કર ેતો જ આજના બાળકોને પરી�ાના 

તાવમાંથી મુિ� મળી શકે અને બાળકોની 

આ�હ�યાનું �માણ ઘટાડી શકાય. 

િવ�ાથ�ની �ગિતનો માપદંડ લેિખત પરી�ા 

જ ના હોવો જોઈએ. આખા વષ� દર�યાન તેણે 

દશા�વેલી આવડત, હોિશયારી, એકા�તા, ઈતર 

વાંચન વગેર ેપણ �યાનમાં લેવાવા જોઈએ. ઉપરાંત 

પરી�ામાં િન�પ�તા, �માિણકતા અને તટ�થતા પણ 

આ�ય�યક છે અ�યથા પરી�ા નાબૂત થાય એજ 

િહતાવહ છે.

અંતે એટલું જ કહીશ કે સમાજનો પરી�ા 

તરફનો �િ�કોણ બદલાય તો બાળકોનો મત પણ 

બદલાશે સમાજમાં �થાન મોભો જોવાની વૃિ� 

બદલાશે તો પરી�ાનો હાઉ પણ ઓછો થશે. બાળકો 

પણ સામા�ય �વન  �વી શકશે.

િવ�ાથ� િમ�ો પરી�ાને બોજો ન માનતા તેને સહજ 

�વીકારીએ. 
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।। �कृ�त म�भारत ेदेवाआपी �व�ाय आगेंतमु इ�ती।। 

अथात�  �कृ�त के ��ड़ा�ल भारतभू�म पर देवता भी 

ंमानव का �प धारण कर आने के इ�छुक रहत े ह,�  �ोिक भारत म� 

एकता और अखंडता क� खुबसूरती चमकती ह।ै

'�ामी �ववेकानंदजी' ने कहा था, �जस बाग़ म� तरह 

ंतरह के फूल हो, उस बाग़ क� शोभा अ�त होती ह।ै  हमारे देश�पी ु

ंबाग़ म� अनेक धम� ने फूलो क� तरह �खलकर इसे गुलद� ेका �प 

िदया ह।ै   

ं�म�ो भारतवष� एक �वशाल देश ह।ै  भारतीय स�ता 

एवं सं�ृ�त के �वकास का इ�तहास ब�त लंबा और उ�ान-पतन 

ं ंघटनाओ से भरा �आ ह।ै  तभी तो अ�ंेज हो या मुग़�लया स�नत 

या िफर आयाव� त � क� भारतभू�म पर �थम �वदेशी आ�मणकता �

ं ं�सकंदर ही �ो न हो, हमने ही वो अवसर िदया और बदले म� �सफ�  

और �सफ�  गुलामी पायी। आपसी झगड़े म� हम अपने मात�ृ तक 

को भुला बठै�। उसका �सफ�  एक ही कारण था और वह हमारी 

ंएकता का आभाव था। अरे �म�ो ! एकता क� �मशाल तो पशु 

प�ी तक देत ेह!�  आपन� कबतूर क� एकता क� कहानी तो सुनी ही 

होगी, तो आइये म� आपको उसका एक छोटा सा पहलू �रण करा 

देता �ँ। 

ंबात उस समय क� ह,ै  िकसी �देश म� सूखा पड़ा था। चारो 

तरफ आकाल से हाहाकार मचा �आ था, लोग भूखे मरने लगे थ े

ंऐसे म� कबतूरो का एक दल भूख से बहेाल था। अचानक ही 

ंकबतूरो को जमीन पर अनाज का दाना िदखाई िदया। सभी 

कबतूर आनंद से दाना चुग ही रह े थ ेक� �शकारी �ारा लगाये गये 

ंजाल म� वे फँस गए। सभी कबतूरो को लगा, अब तो हम मारे 

ंजाएँगे, परंत ुकबतूरो के सरदार ने साहस िदखाया, और सभी को 

एक साथ उड़ जाने क� सलाह दी और उसी को मानत े�ए सारे 

कबतूर एक साथ एकता म� बंधकर पूरी श�� के साथ जाल को ही 

ंलेकर उड़ गये। यह होती ह,ै  “एकता क� शा��”।  �म�ो वैसे 

ंरा�ीय एकता क� �मशाल भारतवष� म� अनेक �े� जनो ने कायम �

क� ह।ै  लौह पु�ष भारतीय सरकार के �थम गृहमं�ी सरदार 

व�भभाई पटेल जी के �यास से खंिडत भारत अखंड और अटूट 

ंबना। सरदार जी ने हदै राबाद, जनू ागढ़, क�ीर आिद �रयासतो 

को भारत म� �तं� �प से �वलय कराया और उनमे एकता बनाई, 

िफर भारत को एकता के धागे म� बाधँा।

�ामी �ववेकानंदजी भी एकता के उ�म उदाहरण देत े

ह।�  अमे�रका म� �व� धम� सभा म� जब �ामी �ववेकानंद खड़े �ए, 

तो उनके मुख से इतना ही �नकला, 'My Dear Brother and 

Sister� इतना सुनत े ही सब भाव �वभोर हो गये, ता�लया ँतो 

ं ं ं�कने का नाम ही नही ले रही थी। उस समय सारे भारतवासी एक 

होकर �ामी जी का गुणगान कर रह े थ,े वह एकता क� �मसाल 

थी।

रा�ीय एकता�
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ं“स� ह ै अनेकता म� एकता िहद क� �वशेषता”।

स� ह ै जहा ँएकता का वास होता ह ैवहा ँ�मे का �नवास 

ंहोता ह।ै  परंत ुरा�ीय एकता िकसी को आदेश देने या कहने से नही �

आ जाती, वह तो तब आएगी जब हमारे िदल म� हम� शान 

देनेवाली, पालन पोषण करनेवाली भारतमाता के ��त कृत�ता, 

�हे, �मे, क�णा और अ��ता का �नमाण�  होगा।

महाभारत के य� ुम� कहा गया था,

“भी�, �ोण, कृपा, 

ंअ��ामा सबम� कण � अन� वीरो म� महावीर वह,                              

��ेक ��� से ध�” ।

“अमे�रका, �स, �ासं या िफर चीन हो जापान, 

एकता म� बल िकसके, उसक� ह ै ये बात,

ंभेदभाव आधार नही, उसक� ह ै ये शान,

सभी म� �े� भारत ह ै यारा 

उसक� ये पहचान।

ं।। जय िहद।।

“Mani Bhavan” (Gandhi Museum)
Vishal I. Chauhan - XI - A

िकताब ज�री ह ैपढ़ना

अगर हम� आगे ह ै बढ़ना

इसका काम ह ै राह िदखाना

और अपनी मं�जल तक प�ँचाना

कभी यह देती अकं ो क� शान

कभी �सखाती ह ै�व�ान

ंकभी यह कहती पुरखो क� दा�ान

कभी कराती ह ैआ��ान

कभी कह के चुटकुले हंसाती

कभी यह दद� से �लाती

कभी �कृ�त क� गोद म� टहलाती

यह ह ै बड़ी महान ह�ी

ह ै यह �ान का भंडार

इस पर ह ै सफलता का दारोमदार

यह ह ै जादई छड़ीु

जो बदल दे हमारी छ�व

ह ै यह मा ँसर�ती

और यह ह ै गीता और कुरान

यह ह ै हमको धम� �सखाती

जात-पात म� भेद ना रखती

िकताब
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रोज रोज उठण े बसण,े

रोजचेच हसण।े

तचे तचे �सण े फुगण,े

तचे त ेमनवण।े

तोच तोच पहाटवारा,

तोच तो �नवारा।

�ाच �ाच पाऊसधारा,

�ातला थरारा।

�तच �तच गद� सावली,

मनी येई चोरपाऊली।

�ाच �ाच जनुाट वाटा,

भेट�ा कुणास नेता।

रं�ग�ा पोषाखातनुी,

कात टाक� वासतापरी।

तीच तझुी �श�कारी,

त�ाु �पा तचू आकारी।

�न� नवे सूय�, तारका,

नवाकारी चंि�का।

�न� न�ा �वचारधारा,

मनपंखी भरारा।

जीवनी तोच तोचपणा सारा,

हाच �ा उतारा।

सौ. आरती सु. पाटील

(सहायक �श��का)

मातगृभ� तो उरी �वसावे

जण ूबीज धरणी उदरात ।

माया जोज�वत े�ाला

गाई अगं ाई िदनरात ।

लेकराजा होई ज�

िदसे �प अकं ु रात ।

काय सागूं गुणी बाळ

वाढे, फुले िदसामासात ।

तोच �व�ा�ा ज�दाता ।

बाळ करीसे नमन

जसेै रोप येई पान ।

�मटलेले दो�ी हात

जण ूकरीतो वंदन ।

टा�ा वाजवी भजना

दोन हात पसरता ।

�प बाळाचे त ेछान

जोज�वत ेधरणी माता ।

सौ. आरती सु. पाटील

(सहायक �श��क)

'जीवनधारा' 'धरणीिकमया'
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th4  AINET INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

Conference Theme 

“Future of ELE - Perceptions and Perspectives”
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महारा� शासन शालेय �श�ण व ��डा �वभाग रा� आदश� �श�क पुर�ार सन २०१६ - १७� . 
 डॉ �ीमती संगीता नवीन �ीवा�व यानंा शै��णक व सामा�जक ��ाेतील उ�ेखनीय कायाब� �ल 

हा पुर�ार �दान कर�ात येत आह.े  १८ स�ब� र २०१७ 

STATE AWARD BY DR. SANGEETA N. SRIVASTAVA

Award by Sri Vinod Tawde
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Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava, Felicitation by The Kandivli Education Society on achievement of  

Maharashtra Rrajya Adarsh Shikshak Puraskar...
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What the News papers city...

School students welcoming

Students performance

Felicitated
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 Sri Sateesh Dattani-President Kandivli Education Society…This program elf today is for 

the felicitation of Sangeeta Ji. The Best Teacher Award that she has received…its for 

that…organised by the managing committee of KES and teaching and non teaching staff. Now we 

are going to felicitate Sangeeta Ji…

A personality like Sangeeta ji, Talented, educated, a scholar, a writer, a poetess , a singer, a good 

manager,administrator, active, smiling face, speak less, ideal teacher since last 17 years serving 

the KES as Principal and advancing in the field of education with the flag of Kandivli Education 

Society, we are very proud of her.

Regards,

Sri. Vinodbhai Vora, Vice President- KES

 We decided to appoint Sangeeta ben and today I feel proud to say that we made the right 

selection. As after that school has progressed in all the fields of education, sports and cultural 

activities. easier too sports and other fields we were achieving but the school has never seen such 

progress in the past as it has seen during her service. she has taken her all staff, her education 

department and the KES management with her for every thing thats why she has succeeded in all 

the fields. We started the Science college after she came, the unaided section of college, before that 

there was only one aided division, but today we have 24 divisions of std 11 and 12 and 2800 students 

in our Science college, in school also we have 5000 students, still continuos progress is being made. 

school runs in 2 shifts, in 2 buildings, some classes in one building and some in another, despite this 

she has handled the situation so brilliantly that the management has never faced any problem and 

she handles both the buildings efficiently, management has to only see and fulfil any new proposals 

from her rest she manages on her own beautifully.

Sri Mahesh Chandarana-Hon. Secretary KES
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 Yesterday I witnessed the felicitation ceremony of Sangeeta who was awarded with the 

Best Teacher Award by Gov. It was an occasion to be witnessed to see the love and respect 

Sangeeta is given by one and all in her institution. The faith in her leadership by the management, 

teachers and students was unsurpassed.

 She has created such an open environment and given so much autonomy that everyone 

wants to give their best

Dr. Indu Garg - University

Dear Dr. Sangeeta ji, Wonderful Felicitation- Get together of Two " Parivar's- Your Loukik Parivar 

& Kes Parivar- Very Joyous Ocassion.I feel Sorry that Today Morning only My Bad Voice became 

more Bad. Urgent Medical Treatment Did Not Improve. Sorry. The Loveful & Affectionate 

Atmosphere was Visible- That Speaks about Your Relations- Newer Positive Trait of Your 

Personality. Good Wishes for Your Future. 

Regards,

Vinodbhai Vora

To work after getting such respect and award is more difficult. I congratulate Sangeeta ji for 

this Award and wish her good luck for more felicitations in future. But pray to God to give you 

more strength to maintain the expectations that have risen after this award from you.

Sri Dinkar Joshi

 It was the great moment I witnessed in this institution after 17 yrs. I have seen KES grow up 

in bhoomi Poojan programs of school, law college and new ICSE school but felt a great pride Mam 

when u got the prestigious award and more proud to have leader like u. Others may not realise ; but u 

truly made me know the difference between human being and being human!! I always cherish ur 

wonderful thought of rather critising opponents, it's best to convince how good we r !!

 Today's program was exlntly coordinated with ur near and dear ones on one stage and great 

anchoring by Sameer sir. Will always feel previliged and proud to work under ur leadership. 

Sameer Khasnis
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 I am, Mst. Dheeraj Jain ex-student of Shri T. P. Bhatia college of science who was a part of 2017-

2018 committee Sponsor team HOD.

             Two years in this college was exactly like a roller coaster ride full of fear with the joy of getting the 

chance to get into it. All the adjectives in the world can't express my love for it and reputation of this 

mighty institute.

              Many things happened in these two years Freshers party, Garba night with Nilesh Thakkar Sir 

and group. We are proud and thankful to our Principal Madam Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava who always lead 

from the front. Her efforts has taken the college to some another level which no one else can do, she has 

been conferred with the Best Principal of Maharashtra award recognizing her remarkable contribution in 

this field. What else do you wish when you have such a great leader to lead you towards great heights.

Thank you!                                                                                                                          Dheeraj Jain

 My college is not only an educational institution, it's 

the phase of my life where I not only dreamt of success but 

also got inspiration to work for success. My college teachers 

not only taught scientific definitions and mathematics 

formulas but also taught values of life giving great 

inspiration. My college is an ideal example of teachers being 

friendly with students!

Thank you                                                  Shruti Ganesh

Here at TPB we all committee 

members came up, stood up, fell down 

together as a team. We understood the 

huge difference between a boss and a 

leader and all our team lead others by 

e x a m p l e s .  T h e r e  w e r e  m a n y 

misunderstanding, fights and all other 

problems in our team but Our TRUST 

in each other defeated them all. The 

Sun shines so brightly everyday, it 

keeps spreading its light, I hope we all 

shine like the Sun in our future .

 GOOD LUCK to you all for your future and our juniors - the would be seniors. Please give your best in 

life and with strong will and determination.

Jigar Shah
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 I will not go into detail to describe how amazing seniors were. I was more comfortable with my 

seniors than my classmates. I have learnt a lot from you, and many of you have inspired us in different 

ways. Never did we ever felt alone in your presence, rather, I felt like one integrated family together. Well, 

if I come down to the memories I cherish, we share loads of them. All the events that I have been a part of in 

college are one of my life's best memories. However, it is the universal truth we all have to face, whether 

we want to or not, everything eventually ends, I've always disliked endings. But endings are inevitable. 

You all are so much a part of us that you'll be with us no matter what. Don't be afraid to make mistakes, to 

stumble, and to fall, because most of the times the greatest reward comes from doing the things that scare 

you the most. Maybe you'll get more than you've ever imagined. Who knows where life will take you, the 

road is long and in the end, every step of the journey is a destination, in itself. May your journey be that of 

fulfillment.

 May you find the path of glory that is right for you. Give and receive support along the way, be 

patient and persevere through the ups and downs that you will face. And importantly learn to enjoy the 

journey you are about to embark upon.

 Thank you so much for making my year the most wonderful, ‘love you Family’ Will miss you.

Dishank Patel

 It was an amazing year with seniors. All the senior's did a great work and it was a pleasure to have 

them as our seniors.

 Everybody extended a great support and junior's too loved their company. They are the best and 

we were lucky to have them as our seniors. Loved their company and had the best time with them. 

Thank you,                                                                                          

Smit Benjalia
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          I am , the Assistant Cultural Leader (ACL) and the Principal's Award Keval Kikani

winner. I am writing this to share my experience in this college. 

 My journey started in August when I got selected for ACL's position. The journey was 

like a roller coaster; full of twists & turns, ups and downs and surprises. The rst event that we 

had to organize was Fresher's Party. All of us in the Cultural Committee used to work all day 

long for making this event a grand success. Fresher's Party taught me the importance of team 

work and respecting others opinions. There were exciting moments along with stressful, 

anxious, nervous and frightening moments. The second event that came up was 'Garba Night'. I 

was one of the main people handling this event. Me, and  my teammates brought sponsors for 

this event.

 Due to the hard work that I put in these events, I was honoured with the college's most 

prestigious award, the Principal's Award. The teacher's council had nominated 20 students 

amongst which I was lucky enough to get this award. I was given this award in front of 1200 

people cheering for me. Also I received STUDENT OF THE YEAR award from Times Of India, 

IIT Bombay, IIM Ahmedabad.

 I am so thankful to my parents and Principal, Dr. Sangeeta Srivastava ma'am, the vice 

principal Shailendra Gupta sir, Krishna sir, Rajesh sir and Anuradha ma'am for nding me 

worthy of this award because surely this wouldn't have been possible without the support of 

these people.

 A special thanks to Sumati ma'am who supported us throughout the events.

The cultural team of Sri T. P. Bhatia College : 2017-18

From (Left to Right): Mst. Arbaz, Mst. Keval Kikani, Ms. Aditi Jaiswal, Mst. Neel Jogle,

Mst. Sahil Choudhary, Mst. Anuj Khajanchi, Mst. Utsav Vora and Mst. Jigar Shah 






